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Recently there has been much interact in the group

theoretical investigation of inherent dynamical symmetries of

exactly solvable systems such as the non-relotivistic Kepler

problem, rigid rotetor iM the isotropic harmonic oscillator.
One reason for auc i t study is that the structure of closely

related problems in hadron physios may be studied, namely the

use of higher symmetry of interaction® in order to classify the

spectrum of the system by the corresponding non-invarianCc

dynamical groups. ?h® concept of the dynamical groups originates

fro® an idea by Barui^ 5 ^ for obtaining the energy spectrum of a

quantum mechanical system by a suitably chosen group. The use of

such groups should not be confused with the symmetry group® in

the usual sense, compact (e.g. St3(3) or non-compact (Lorents

group)). The non-ooapaot (dynamical) groups contain in a precis#

way the complete information about the physical ey torn, including

degeneracy, mess or energy levels and so on. in Chapter 1(h)
some of their properties are listed.

Given a quantum mechanical system one finds the appro¬

priate dynamic®! group G which describes the system completely,

i.e. one finds a one-to-one correspondence between the states of

the physical system and one Irreducible unitary representation of

the dynamical group 0» The representation space is then identified

with the physical apace $ of the system, in which a positive

definite hermition function is defined by the ordinary scalar

product. Completion with respect to the norm, defined by this



scalar product, gives the Hilbert space H* It is found that some

of the operators, (generators of the dynamical groutf, ^xich re¬

present physical quantities, are not hounded operators in the
fiilhert space H. Unbounded operators necessarily occur in

(13 )
unitary representation of non-eospaot Lie algebrasN » There¬
fore it is not always permitted to carry out algebraic operation®

on these physical quantities • In order to be mathematically
rigorous one needs always to be concerned with the domain of

definition of am operator in the physical Hilteert space* The
txx\

original formulation of quantum mechanics by von Beuaann* , namesly
that there is a one-to-one correspondence feetw<ssn observable® end

self-adjoint opera isawi on the Hilbert space, is too restrictive.
On the one hand, there are self-adjoint operators which are not

observable®^, on the other hand not all unitary (or self-ad joint}
operators have a complete set of eigenvector® lying in the physical

Hilbert space, e.g. the translation operator in the Hilbert space
o

L of square intsgrablo functions of one variable, has only the

sero eigenvectors, while it ha® a complete act of eigenvectors
—tlx

e lying outside it, A larger space is needed to give such

functions an interpretation. Similarly in problems connected with

analytic continuation Into unphysle&l sheet®, where erne deals
with functions which increase at Infinity* In quantum field theory

unbounded operators are the smeared field operators, they also

occur in the canonical formulation, where one deals with repre¬

sentations of an infinite dimensional algebra. In the more recent

development of currant algebra similar problems occur, for ©acasjpl ,
(X 6&-c—v2-rtx?-4. W-vJi-y-eJL.L-'KtLC-(
tho( charge operator Q flheing^ cons true ted ctrb-of-fiddsi, is not

defined in the Hllbert space (considered a® a physical space) '*
In conclusion, the self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert space sr

ic.^( cd-Cs^tD ,



 



is the algebra of bounded operators* is tlx© physical

space of the rigged Hilbert space % c S c.& »

It should be remarked that statements such as are mode in

the postulate must necessarily remain vague, notions like

"physical ays ten" cannot be mathematically defined up to now

by their mathematical image and this kind of map.

The task no# id to find this algebra ft . In Chapter 2

we give three examples to illustrate the above postulate and to

indicate how one might proceed to find the algebra <ft *

In practice* one starts with the ordinary Hilbert apace M#

and let A be the algebra of observable* consisting of

harmitisn operators, not necessarily bounded operators. he

domain of the algebra. c/t is in general seller than H.

The rigged Hilbcrt space is constructed by making all the

operators in Jb continuous. perators with no eigenvectors

in H might find their generalised eigenvector® In the space
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The dynamical group© for quantum mechanical systems are
{5 — H > Is)

introduced by the following postulate^
* All states of a quantua mechanical system belong to a

single Irreducible unitary representation of a chosen non-

compact group.11
The energy is given a© a simple function of the Caslmlr

operator® of the group of degeneracy of the energy Q0 (for
definition see below)• In the dynamical group 0t the

( 5)
energy is an operator in the enveloping algebraN ', its

spectrum ia fixed once the Oaainair operators arc fixed.

Consider the set Aj of physical quantities (energy,
and e.g. spin,...) which characterise completely a physical

system, \'e define the grout* of degeneracy with respect

to the observable as the group which transforms all the

states of a given value of into each other, its

generators are those which commute with * The dynamical

group by definition is the smallest group which contains all

Oj * Consider the group of degeneracy O, of the spin J.
for most quantum mechanical systems there are infinite

numbers of states with the same spin jr. Ther -'ore O Is

non-compact for most quantum mechanical systems, flee versa

a physical system ia identified by a complete set of it©

states defined as furnishing & faithful representation of a

group, nines the most interesting system* (e.g. hydrogen



atom, rigid rotator arid the Isotropic oscillator) have

Infinitely many linearly independent states* to he able to

organise them into a single irreducible representation, the

non-invariunefc group must be non-compact. The dynamical

system is no-*. defined by the non-inv&riance group and the

dynamical variables are identified with the elements of

the generalised enveloping algebra (e.g. the energy operator

la an element of the enveloping algebra of 80(3*1} for the

rigid rotator)# The non-compact non-invariants:group thus
(■* i)

becomes a dynamical mod.elv '. This is the essence of
( 3 i \

model making in atomic and nuclear physics* # The non-

( * )
compact group 0 la semi-simple* , the reason la that

the invariant (i«e# an element of the enveloping algebra)

operator of an invariant subgroup of a group is also an

invariant operator of the group itself. The dynamical

group by definition cannot have I as an invariant operator;

it contains operator® which allow us to go from one state

with energy 3^* say, to another state with energy Eg.
In other words, the ©hift operators (i.e. non-compact

generators) take us from one representation of the symmetry

group 0Q to another. Therefore in general the complete
unitary irreducible representation of the dynamical group

G give® information about which and how many times each

representation of any G^ occurs.
Given a symmetry group 0Q* A^,,..., An are its

generators, let 0^, be the Gaslair operators
is the rank of the group)# The energy by definition is



given by the functional equation*

S ® P(C-^»***#, (l)

Equation (1) is a consequence of the fact that in physics

particular representations of t •* groups rather than the

groups themselves are used, therefore the asimir operators
( & )

fljuot have the physical consequences^ ' as they characterise

the particular representation of the group ft • They oust

be associated with the fundamental physical parameters which

describe the physical system*

The dynamical group ft contains besides the generators

A^,****, An the generators BlHMM Bn, say) these
generators are chosen in such a way that the eigenstates of

the energy operator K («*g, Hamiltonlan; constitute a basis

for the unitary irrecuoible representation of O*

It amy happen that the energy of the physical system (at

hand) depends only on one quantum numberf in such a case one

expects that all Casimir operators vanish except one, C,

say* The functional form of the energy (1) reduces to

B - «0X) (2)

0o become* a maximal contact subgroup^3', the aye tea la
called a maximally degenerate or ideal system* Thus we define

an ideal quantum mechanical eye*tern m a system in which the

energy is given by the functional form (2)| the group ftQ is
the maximal compact subgroup of ft. The rigid rotator,

hydrogen atom and the isotropic oscillator are ideal systems*



It lc found that the representation of the dynamical group

(me below) contains each and every representation of 0
w

only once. In the following paragraphs we adhere to the

general method summarized above in order to derive the

dynamical groups for the rigid r tator and the hydrogen

atom. At the end of this section we make some general

remarks.

1- THE HYDROGEN ATOM (Bound State Problems)
OO The Synrt-t*} '

It is well known that the treatment of a quantum

system of two particles with Coulomb interaction reduces
e2to that of a particle in the central potential 8*3a tx z r

for the hydrogen atom the two particles are subject to
2

the attractive potential ~jr * if S is the energy of
the electron proton systasa, then the problem is reduced

to the solution of the fchrodinger equation,

(H - 8) *{r) » 0 (1)

where 2 «

H • Y • r (2)
The units are chosen such that * e « ft « 1 ,

It is possible to separate equation (1) using polar

coordinates! one easily derives the energy levels for the

hydrogen atom, given by the Balraer formula



sn " * ^ (3)
g

n takec integer values from 1 to oo, eaah level la n -fold

degenerate.

It is clear that equation (1) ie invariant under spatial

rotations, from which the angular momentum vector

r « r x p (h)

is a conserved quantity. Because the degeneracy exceeds the

degeneracy due to rotational invarienoe, one looks for

additional constant® of motion to generate the higher
llLy I If I X If)

ay:n.netryN , For the Kepler problem the following jed" ■

t * V *I
ie also a conserved quantity, Pauli used the correspondence

principle to investigate the commutation relations of the

Henaitian part of it, i,e. the three vector*

ems

F • * p - M I) ♦ | (5)

operator® T and P are not independent, but the follow¬

ing relation holds*

r. j£ * f, r * o (6)

sinoe j?r, L ] « [h, Fj * 0 then [h, [I, pi] * 0,
i.e. h is invariant under all transformations generated by

l*$ F, i,e, the algebra*
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[h, X] « 1L [l, p] - 1? [F, ?] * -2iHl

which is not a olosed algebra. It is convenient to Introduce

the so-called Rung# I.enz vector;

T F F
A "

, * " "
\J~ 2H \J* 2H

where - sign is introduced la uuoh a way that the vector A

is well defined. For our case the mlane sign is chosen since
/ x \

it is a negative c number (for the plus sign seev ')•

Then H 1® invariant under the algebra;

[t,E] - j£ [I, I]. tA iT (?)

which is the algebra of the rotation group in h-dimeneionig.

30^« The two vectors ? » |(X * X) and X® * f(X - X)
build up two comnaiting sets of ope tors, each one satisfying

the commutation relations of the ordinary angular aiomentura.

The two Oasiiair operators of the algeb ra (eq, (7)) are

F » ♦ A2) » K2 ♦ X*2
G * X • X » X * X * K2 - K*2 a 0 (6) *

From equations (2) to (6) the Mamiltonlan has the following

form

« (X + X)2 + 1 « (X - X)2 + 1 « L2 + A2 + 1
-2H

» 2F + 1 (8)

2 2
i< , X*"'» Ky Xy form# a complete set of commuting operators,
each state being represented by the keti
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k k* a m*p> (9}
where, for exeaple9

K^2 ,X k* mm; « ♦ x5 |k k* m ^/

jct « k or k* a© « K or K#.
Froia equation (6) It follows that k « k', It Is not

clear whether k * k* has to he limited to integer values

or can also take half integer values# From (8) and ($)
it follows that

« hk(k + 1) 4 1 » (Sk 4 I)2
-23

If we identify (2k 4 1) with the principal quantum number n

we obtain equation (1), with n t ing every integer value

from 1 to co • We see that k is allowed to take the values

0, if !»•*•« • Since L * K * K*, the well known addition

theorem^ •' for angular laomentum shows that for a given

a « (2k + 1) the possible values of I are 0, l,#.,#f 2k.

The degeneracy of the levels is equal to

23c

ZZ (M t 1) « (2k 4 l)2 * n? .
£«Q

Thus one says that the hydrogen atom spectrum corresponds to

an irreducible representation of the rotation group in which

one of the Caslmir operators (0) ha® zero eigenvalue, i#e#
2

the states of the hydrogen atom fall into the n •dimensional
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representation of S0^» There is, however, the further regularity
that for each non-negative integral value of n there is only

2
one multiplet of states furnishing the n -dimensional representa¬

tion of 3G(h)^ Can we incorporate this information into a

group theoretic foraailatlon? In other words what is the

dynamical group 0 which describes the system completely?

(b) re • aamaaafc ssm.

It is a non-compact group, 0, containing SOj, as a
maximal compact, subgroup. Its unitary irreducible representa¬

tion must contain all and every irreducible representation of

SO^ only once. It has been conjectured that (up to a
(32^choieev ') the de Sitter group 50(h,l) is adequate. The other

generators are a vector B and a scalar 3, with the follow¬

ing commutation relation® :

[l, L j - iL [l, a] » iA [l, b] » IB [l, s] - 0

A J » iL \j<9 B ) » iS [g, I] « IB [|, lj - iA

[f, l] « -iL (10)

The for® of the operators 3 and 3 is given in terms of

the dynamical variables rt p classically by r- ory^^. The

expression of S and S are

s " ""^ / - (1 * 2Hr) 4$ j
i/zm i 6x1 J

B « (r - u 6) p + J r

where
_

U m r . p
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jd(H# u) « v a - eln u + #(K)j
where a 1b an arbitrary constant. $(H) is an arbitrary

function of classical energy. The quantum mechanical des-

crlptlon Is obtained by replacing the Polsson brackets by

commutators, the c numbers r, p by the corresponding

operators. It Is clear that the re exists an infinite number

of Reraitian operators corresponding to the function j6,

therefore the solution is not unique. The non-uniqueneea

is due to the fact that 6 satisfies a second order

equation} its solution la given above. Thus 3 and 3

are essentially second-order differential operator© in

coordinate apace. However, if one looks at the problem in

the p-apace, there we know that properly parametrised

infinitesimal generators are linear differential operators.
(a)

As a result of this, the solution 1© unique.

In p-space equation (1) reads

(p2 * p*i *(p) - (i)'
- P i

which shows no more than the ordinary rotational invarlance

in a three dimensional epace. let us project storoo-
(225^

graphically*> ' the p-opace on a four dimensional sphere of
2 —

radius pQ* and let bo the point of this v;me?rspher«
corresponding to p . The following relations hold



\v-z\2 - (pS ^41^(«'
1 ,lk

p 2 2
o +P

2 2
p * p

~Z, O

to a J
*o' * p

x * 1,2,3 (3)f

w© introduce the new wave-function

$n> - —Vr (p02-P?)*(P) (W
u p05' 2

With the aid of (2)1 equation (!}* reads*

§<t) . —i— (kfsiiim ^
»p0

(5)'

which shows that the problem is rotationally invariant in a

four dimensional space. The two funotions Kp) and $ ("^ )
<th*9)

satisfy the same normalizability conditions. The generator®

of these rotations are given by

V " "1( \ % " ls %" )
h, T* « 1,2,3,U -■ >

which generate the saraa algebra 30^ with equation® (75 to (8).
To obtain the dynamical group w© project the four-t'.imens 1 onal
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aphere on a five dimensional hyperboloid, The dynamical group

now Is the group of motion® on the hyperbolold, their generators

define a de Jitter group whose Lie algebra is given by (10).

For completeness the generators have the form Ub)

""leaf:5 ' (i3k) " (123)K J

a

Bj

+ < rj,.-:.,.'!) ~<a
P_ - p

« 1
'P0 * 1

id 2p

dp.

dp.

o w l _ d
2 ?/po ~

Pa * Vj«P0

« -i
*P,

- '4<
1 ~ po 1 d

g ■ •* -g ) ■—*—
P0 ♦ P

The summation convention i® used for repeated indices.

How we want to find the irreducible unitary representa¬

tion of the de Sitter group SO,, , which by definition des-
*+§ A

cribes the system completely.

The two Casimlr operators of the algebra given by

equations (10) are:

The quadratic operatorI

Q » S2 + 32 - a2 - h2
and the quartic operator:
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w « (al-AxB) [I.(A + B) + (A + I).L ] 2
Since l.A » 0 we can show in the following that L.B « 0

fori multiply both sides (scalar multiplication) of the

eq.ua tion

[s, A J « if
ass

by L ,

i{i.3) » (8, 1J # L « [s, I.LJ - A . [s$L'J
using the equation £3, lj« 0. Hence obtain the result,
the relation 3L « A x B holes. We have w « 0.

the last equality means that the energy depends only

on one quantum number, as it should do. therefore we look

for a unitary irreducible represen - tion for SQ(U,X) in

which the quartic C&aimir operator is aero.

the set Wf Q, K~, K*'*, 3U# K^* forma a complete set
of commuting operators, every state being represented by

the ket

j w * 0f Q » a | k k* kj \> (11)
Such representations hsrsebcen investigated by many peopl©^2,'(1^'',
from which one knows that there are two clasps'*© of unitary

irreducible representations, one of which is chosen in such

a way that it glve3 a complete description for the hydrogen

atom system. (See Chapter 2).
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(IT) the fiiaiD m*m

The rigid rotator represents the motion of the nuclei

in a diatomic molecule in the limit when the vibrational

quanta are treated as infinitely large The only degrees

of freedom of the rotator are the angular momentum variables

(#, jrf) fixing its spatial orientation. If L is the

rotator's angular momentum vector, m the reduced mass, and

r « mutual distance, the Haailto&lan of the system is given

by:

T2
H at «•» {1)

21

where X» mr2 .

It is clear that the three vector L is a constant of

motion, therefore the Ilarailtonian is invariant under the

transformation generated by the three vector L , I.e. the

algebra of the rotation group 00(3), i.e•

\.t, 11 - it (2)

The energy is given as a function of the Casiasir opera tor,

i.e. L2 •

Representation® of the Lie algebra (2) are well known,

all unitary irreducible representations are finite dimensional.

Every state is represented by the kets

\i i t or simply | (3)
where
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T? - i(J *1) |ij\>

Lj « Jj j 33
and

iy » -J, -3+1,...., +3, 3 takes all integral values;
if S is the energy of the rotator, then*

E « 3UtiU (h)
21

which is the well known formula for the rotator*s energy.

The states of the rotator fall into (23+1) dimensional re¬

presentation of 80(3). For each integral value 3 (non

negative), there is only one multiplet of states furnishing

the (23+1) dimensional representation of 80(3).
We want to identify the entire spectrum with a single

irreducible repr ?sentation of a larger group G. In other

words one unitary irreducible representation of 0 is the

bus of all irreducible representations of its maximal compact

subgroup 30(3), each of them being contained only once.

It is well known that the entire spectra® is identified

with a single irreducible representation of K(3) (in flat

space) or the Lorents group S0(3,l) (in curved space). In

the case of K(5) th© rotation generators arc the dynamical

variables of angular momentum, while the translation

generators are the components of th® radial vector on the

unit sphere^2 K
In the following we writ© down the explicit form of the

generator of the non-invarianc© (i.e. dynamical) group in the
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olassieal case. Tim quantum version is obtained by replacing

Poisson bracket® by commutators and the ©-numbers r, p by

their corresponding quantuia mechanical operators#

The generators of the Lorentz group are the two three

vectors H and g with the following commutation relations*

ft, t j . t (5*1)

1 (5-2)

-r (5.3)
it. f j -

where

c 7 * ar *r drt df
if^r.p), f2(r,p). « 2T

where and fg are two sealer functions.
Equation (5.1) is realized by the angular momentum

vector

T m r X p (6)

From equation (§.2)* H la a vector under rotation, so it

must have th© form

t -fp.gr (7)

where f, g are scalar functions. In other words, they are

functions of the three scalers r, p and (r.p). One possible

solution is

1 « r(p - r) + a, § (©)

where a is a constant, to be determined (see be?low).
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equation (6) is determined up to an arbitrary function
of L2, which w© choose to be one.

Vectors (6) and (7) are subject to the following conditions

t, i - i. r « o o)

B2 - L2 « a2 (10)

Equation® (9) and (10) are equivalent to saying that the

rigid rotator admits the Lorentz group as a dynamical group

in which one of the Oasimir operators has zero eigenvalues.

Equation (10) telle us more, namely that the Haailtonian can

have the form I

Jt . 2 _2
H » ffi.i -tuft i « 2- (11)

21 21

This form is preferred to the form given by (1) because the

model admits generalisations which are more directly related

to physios^
It is an easy matter to obtain the quantum version of

the above formulation. Equations (5*1) • (5*3) become:

[x, t]
[x. x ]
[x,t]

it (5M)

i I (5*»2)

- i t (5*.3)

It should be noted that only the Hermitian part of "I
is used in the above equations. Equation (9) remains unchanged

Equation (10) has the form

B2 - L2 * 1 + a2 (10)*
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tlnitary irreducible representations of the algebra

(9f.l) — (5**3) are labelled by two lumbers (30, a) with
50 ■ 0, I, 1,mm« and —00 < a < +c© (the principal series}
or 3q » 0 and 0 ^ ia s 1 (the supplementary seriea). It
is shown (Chapter 2) that the entire spectrum of the rigid

rotator is given by the supplementary series (with 3Q » 0).
We remark that the Euclidean group K(3) can be used

a© a dynamical group for the rigid rotator (i.e. one

identifies the spectrum of the rigid rotator) with one

irreducible unitary representation of the group E(3))» Since
E(3) is obtained from 30(3»1) by the method of group con-

av
$tf%ketiom, therefor© the constructed space is the desired

representation space of 1(3) (see Chapter 2).
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(«) -iwrnm tw

It is well knownthat the Hamiltoni&n of the n-

dimensional is invariant under the 8U(n) group.
h

To see this let us writ© the H&miltonian H of the

normalised (unit toss and coupling constant) harmonic

oscillator in n dimensions as!

H - h ZZ(Pi2♦ Si2) U5

As usual, we define

a3 » ^(P-j - lq^) (2)
*

ai * + l«j) (3)
In quantum mechanics one knows the p£ and qA satisfy the
following commutation relations:

Lv - 1 sd
from which it follows:

L*l' aJ'l ■ \i <5)
Using (2)# (3) and (5)» the f&slltonian H has the form

n
%

H « Z_ (a\ «t + |) (6)

It is clear that the Haailtonian is Invariant under the
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algebra generated by the following operators

% % f
aj^) * 1|2»»*»»B

The following commutation relations hold!

[L13# Lek] m ^lk Lij ~ Hk 17*
It Is worth mentioning that the H&mlltonlan (6) has the form

H . I,u .

Thus we ar left with (n2 - 1) generators. To show that

the invariant# algebra is the algebra of the compact 8b'(n);
we know that p and q are hsrmitiar, therefore the generator

(7) satisfy the following hermltlclty conditions,

(l»i«j)* « hence the result.

o>) namtesl assm*

Now we want to embed this algebra, into a larger algebra

such thatI

(i) This algebra is of finite dimension, and build a non-

compact group 0.

(ii) SU(n) is a maximal compact subgroup of the non-compact
group,

(iii) The eigenvalues of H constitute a basis for the

unitary irreducible (infinite) representation of G.

The most immediate non-compact extension is obtained by
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adding to BU(n) algebra, the Haailtoniar; and the n(n*l)

generatore#

A«©* » a^ a^ (i#3 « 1#2##«««# n)
which give the algebra of the non-compact 8p(2n). However#
it is shown that minimal compact algebra satisfying the above

conditions is the non-compact 8U(n#l)^ 6 \
We remark that for n « 1# the problem is trivial; this

is because SU(1, 1) ~ Sp(2) 30(2,1). For n « 3 aee (s )
for more details. Since our concern is the construction of the

rigged Hilbert space of that finite system# it is irrelevant

in this case to^jaacM which is the adequate dynamical group

(see Charter 2).
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I*

If the Hamlltonian for a given quantum-iaeehanica 1 system

is invariant under a group of operations (which we call the

symmetry group)J then the eigenfunctions which correspond to

each energy (or any other quantum number) eigenvalue for® the

basis of a representation of this symmetry group (or the

degeneracy group). The degeneracy of an eigenstate is

directly related to the dimensionality of the irreducible

representations, One might consider the inverse problem,

namely how to extract dynamical information, given the
( '6 )

symmetry. An initial step along this line was takenv ,

by Greenberg. It is shown, that given the symmetry group

(e.g. SOjk for the hydrogen atom, SU(2) for the two-dimensional
oscillator) one o#m predict the form of the Hamiltonian. Qua

might try to extend these ideas, to determine the dynamics of

had one from the empirically observed symmetries among the

strong interacting particles. It can be used also to test

the various symmetry groups that have been considered so far

(e.g. 8U(3)t 8U{6).,,.); (see Section II).
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II. REMARKS

It may happen that the states of a quantum system ape

correctly labelled by the irreducible representations of the

group of degeneracy 8^ (8 is the energy), but the levels
are not degenerate, then the function equation

E ^ f(6i)
or B m f(6x) (for ideal systems)

cannot hold where 0^ I » 1,2,... are the Oasimir operators
of the symmetry group I,*

In this case the actual group of degeneracy of I is a

smaller group g, • The group Gy can still be used either by
saying that Gg is now the group of d ;ener&cy of a new quantity
I1 given by!

«• m fCC^)
or by using the rnprocantetlone of G-™ with non-vanishing Casinir

£*

operators (for ideal systems all Cj « 0 except one). B is n
function of a tensor operator in 0JPS

1 » f(Ci# Da)
where are the Caaiair operators of the group gy for ideal
systems. E has the form: E * fi^Gi^ + f2^Di^*
Then the second, term in the above equation gives the splitting of

levels of the multiplets of the ideal systoir

This is actually what happens in particle physics where we lu v--

only approximate symmetry. For example, high energy interacting
particles are grouped in multiplets with respect to 8U(3) repre-

Ou-t Tvet
captations J although they huppon- -jfcai-toe i quite degen tot® in mass.
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Given a ruai-cosjpaet syaaetry group (e.g. the dynamical

group is a symmetry group in a general sensed one prefers to

work with the corresponding Lie algebra and its representa¬

tions by skew symmetric operators in a Hilbert space H

(after completion with respect to a well defined noma). In

this case the generators cannot b© defined in the whole

Hilbert space9 but only on a denes domain D in the space H,

therefore these operators (which are related to physical

obeorvables) mutt be specified by their domain of definition.

It may happen that some operators have a complete a< t

of eigenvectors lying outside the Hilbert space.

In Section (2) we construet the rigged Hilbert spaoe

§ c a c #*# The determina tion of <3? solves the problem

of the domain, the determination of <P* solves the problem

of interpreting those eigenvectors which cannot be interpreted

by postulating only the Hilbert space as the physical space.
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In quantum mechanical systems (which we are considering)
we have the choice of starting with the dynsaicsl system

formulated in terms of dynamical variables (e.g. canonical

variables Pit q^ momenta and positions or related entitles).
Then we search for a non-invariant^(dynaaical) group# such that

the entire spectrum of the system constitutes an irreducible

representation of such a group. The generalised enveloping

algebra of the dynamical group contains all the dynamical

variables. In contrast# the dynamical structure of elementary

particles is not met*- known. Here a new hypothesis should be

made and be tested with the available experimental data.
!

One method of predicting the non-compact group a is to

look for groups which have au(6) as a swiMI compact sub¬

group# for example, SC(6,6)# U(12)# 3L(6»o)^1#2^#^"^. The

difficulty with such groups is how one can identify so many

invariants of such groups with well known physical quantities.
be

The restriction of using compact ^groups as symmetry
groups is not very clear. From & otlon 2 one learns that

fin te groups can be used as well. If this 1® so# then the

dynamical group is th© inhoraogeneoua Lorentg group ®xten led

by finite groups. It should be noted that it might be useful

to use different finite groups to describe the internal struc¬

ture of different physical systems, or different types of ray

representations of a chosen finite group to describe various

systems as well as their interactions. However# this is an open

question needing to be answered.
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OT I

(Q)
-TH£ Hfi-RBRT ST/icfB

A Hllbert space H is an Infinite dimensional inner pro¬

duct space which, is a complete metric space with respect to the

metric generated by the inner product#

A function P# which relates to each element f e D

(D ic a subset of II) a definite complex number F(f), is

called © functional in the space H with domain D.

A function 7, which relates to each element f £ D (D
is a subset of II) a particular element f$ » . gt H, Is
called an operator in the space H with detain D.

w© are interested in linear operators and linear functional ,

We introduce the following definitions:

Definition A functional F in H is said to be linear if

(1) Its domain of definition D is a linear ssaiJfold and

F(of ♦ 0g) n a F(f) ♦ p F(g) i.e. homogeneous arid
additive#

(11) sup |F(f)| o> i.e. bounded*

t e n J )lf«* 1

where t9 g D and a» p are complex numbers.

If the functional F is continuous at one point and

satisfies (i)t then it satisfies (li), i.e. bounded.

Definition An operator T is linear if its domain D is

a linear manifold and if

T(af ♦ pg) m & 7(f) + p 7(g) i.e. homogeneous and
additive

for all f» g g jt and a, p are complex numbers.
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In contrast to linear functional#,linear operator© need no ■

b© bounded. A linear operator Is bounded if

Sup I Tf I <00

f © 2 ; \\t\\ * 1 .

Definition A linear operator is completely continuous which

©ape a Hilbert apace, H^, into a Hilbert space Hg, if it
carries any bounded ©ataCc a set which it compact.

Theorem (1) Kwry completely continuous operator is bounded.

Proof:
CO

If not, there would exist a sequence 1*2^ **or which
IIfku « 1 and \|Afk|| y K (k » 1,2,...) which is impossible.

The following propositions hold^ ^
1. If A is a completely continuous operator, then its adjoint 4

(i.e. ll (Aftf)g « (ffA^g)^) is a completely continuous
operator.

2* If A Is a continuous operator and B is a completely con¬

tinuous operator then AB and BA ©re completely oontinwa^

operators •

3. Any finite linear combination of completely continuous opentUx\

is a completely continuous operator.

Theorem (2) k completely continuous operator A which map®
f |c \

into Hg ha© the for® A m ITPV * where T is a positive $«*Ur
definite (i.e. (Tf,f) 7/ 0) completely continuous operator, and

0 is an isometric operator (i.e. (Of, 0g)£ a (f,g)x f, g e ll)
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the suffix 1 (2) mane the scalar product is defined in

Hj (Kg)), Moreover a completely continuous operator has the
form!

ao
At m X (!)

where f t Hj J t ®re orthonorml basis in and Kg
respectively:

X v/ 0 and lim X^ » 0 *
a^co

Definition A completely continuous operator A(* UT) is said

to he of Hilberfc-Jehnidt type if it has the decomposition (1)
CO 2

with X_ 7/ 0 and £1 X * ©on-verges.n n*l n

Definition A completely continuous operator a(» UT) is said

to he nuclear if it has the decomposition (1) with X_ > 0 and
ao

n^lXn «°»V®*S08«

In contrast to finite dimensional apace, not every unitary

(Jlfll « |lufl| * lltrtf t| ) operator or self-adjoint operator

C At (At, g) m (f, fig) for all f,3«. HJ has a ooraplte set

of eigenvectors in the Kilhert apace H, e«g the translation
2

operator Ua in the Hilhert space L he® only the aero eigen-
2

vector in L , while it has a complete set of eigenvectors

(generalised eigenvectors) which lie outside the Hilbert space,

such eigenvectors cannot be interpreted unless one goes to a

larger space, One usually obtains the Kilhert apace as follows:

Consider a phy. ical system which is described by a dynamical
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group, say. The states of this system span a linear space, $ «

(representations of the dynamical groups) in which one defines a

positive definite bilinear HermitIan functional, i.e. (it, $)»
where ♦ «j^ such tha~t
(i) ♦ 42$ t) » (rfx, f) * (0f2f *)

(ii) (a*, t) • a(|rf# $)

(iii) (it, $) m (*, if)

(iv) (tf, 0) ^ 0, and (0, 4) m 0 only when 4 » 0.

Taking t) as a scalar product in $ and completing i

with respect to the norm defined by this scalar product, one

ohtains a corresponding Hilbert space. If one is able to define

another scalar product (which is possible) in the linear space

on® obtains different Hilbert spaces corresponding to different

scalar products

In order to interpret eigenfunctlons lying outside the

Hilbert space, one has to consider with the Hilbert space a

certain extension of it. Kxtension spaces are obtained

by defining various topologies different from the one generated

by the ordinary scalar product. For our purpose we shall make use

of the concept of a rigged Hilbert spaced'5 * £ c Sc$* defined
below:

Definition A countably noneed Hilbert space p is a collets
linear topological r^ace. The topology is given by a countable

set of norms )l4bn « ity 4)n * n m 1,2,..., oo. The norms ar.>
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compatible in the sense that if a sequence of elements of

$ converges to zero in the norm \tjf»n and is a fundamental
sequence In the norm Wjtfil then it converges to zero in the nora

W4*m .
If we denote by $n the space obtained by completing ^

with respect to the norm Mil, due to the completeness of <|f»
oo .

then • f| $n *
■ml

W# could assume without lo s of generality that the set of

inequalities hold,

\1 ^ g • ••• which implies;

|> c»*». c $n ..»* *c^i (5)

Along with the space we consider the adjoint space <j>* »

i.e. the apace of linear functional® on the space If w®

denote by jf^ the space J ^ the adjoint space of th® ^

mibert space £ v. Then It is easily ahowr^ J that $ » U 3> «* n»l n
Since is a Hilbert space, then there is defined a norm

M(L» * <p» ^Ln th« scalar product (P, G)^ in $ ^ ,

Definition A countable Hilbert space i> is called nuclear

if for every m there is an n such that the mapping of

th© space £ a into the space $ is nuclear*
It is clear that -J> is also a nuclear space, the mapping

(the adjoint operator of tJJ for n, a < -1) is also nuclear.
It was mentlonr ■ in the introduction that among various spaces

in which the matheme ileal structure of a physical system should be

mapped, on£- is the rigged Hilbert space# In the following we give
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the definition of this apace with son© of its properties. Proofs

are not presented (which can be found elsewhere) '' ^ »

Definition A rigged K tbert apace is a triple of spaces

$ • Hf such thatS

a) t l® a nuclear space, in which there is defined a non-

degenerate scalar product (jJt #)

(** 9 *1* * ^2^

U# *) • ($* rf)

(*f# a*) » »(¥, ♦) i (rf ;<P ) * 0 j ( v> )P ) » 0
only when « 0

If U» *n * * then lis (4, 4>n) • Wt *) •
n-ooo n4oo

b) H is the completion of ^ with respect to the norm defined
by the scalar product (jtf» $), where f,? tr <§) .

c) <£> is the adjoint space of $ •

Fro® the definition it follows thatI

i) £ is a dense subset in K, i.e. there exists a continuous

linear operator ? which maps onto an everywhere dense sub¬

set in BU

(li) The adjoint operator T * of T is antilinear and maps

H on to an everywhere dens© subset in H * (the adjoint space

Of H).
It should be nt-ed that if we define j as the space of

antilinear functions on <$> $ then T * becomes a linear mapping.
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foal^tfrop pf the filler* ***9^

Let §? c K c <Jj* be a rigged Hilbert space. Consider the
realisation h -^h(x) o ' the apace H as a space of functions

with the scalar product;

(j6, *) » s^(x) K*) dcr(x)
X

-•'••■' n

where o- (x) is a positive measure on some set X .

Then to each element /( * € there corresponds a function

*f(x)» associated fey this realisation with the element T/S e H«

Thus we obtain a realization 0f~?ff(x) of the space f

induced by the realisation h —* h(x) of the space H. Is

realised by the linear functional® on the space |> * Moreover

we could chows a the realisation of jj , induced fey the
realisation of H such that

(<0
4{x) * FXU) for every x .

Definition & linear functional P on ^ 4s such that;

7(Ajf) * X P(^) for every *£<=§> is called a

generalised eigenvector of the operator A, corresponding to

the eigenvalue X ,

Vmm

(i) A unitary operator in a rigged Hilbert space has a

complete system of generalised eigenvectors, corresponding to

eigenvalues X imvi ig modulus on®.

(11) A self-adjoint operator in a rigged Hilbert space has

a complete system of generalized eigenvectors, corresponding to

real eigenvalues.
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Ihep^

If , 1 ^ k ^ n (finite), is a system of commuting

self-adjoint (unitary) op rators in a rigged Hilbert space,

then the set of generalised eigenvectors of this system is

complete.

In the following we shall illustrate our postulate given

in the introduction, namely the use of the rigged Hilhert spaa;-

as a physical space

example 1* Let be the operator of translation in the

Hllbert space L of functions on the line, having square

integrable moduli. Let £(*) 6 L2 in such a way that:

Th f(x) « f(x-h) « a f(x) (1)

Since F(X) s
^ f(x) a^dx (2)

is the FOurier transform of f(x) end

f(x) - ^ f(x) „"*** ax (3)
It follows fro® (1) that?

eiXh F(X) * a F(X) (h)

F(X) J 0 for points a * eiXh, otherwise F(X) a 0,

i.e. F(X) is different from zero only at a countable set of

points. Therefore ha© only the sero eigenvector in L2.
Consider the c apiat® set of functions e"*iXx, then:

ct .-iXx iXh — iXx
© a 0 Q



I.e. is an eigenfunction of the op* rator ?h# corres-
|\v

ponding to the eigenvalue e . The system of eigenfunction©
e"iXx is couplein the ©ense that every f(x) «= L2 ha© the

for® (3) and the following equality holds;

\t(x)\2 d* » ^-|jp(X)|2dX (5)
C tm 4 V*

Thus Tjj has a cossplete aet of eigenfunctions [e \ .lying
outside the Hilbert space.

Consider a rigged Hilbert space $ c H e & . Consider a
o

realisation of H a® L , the space of square integrable
IDtp C^tAw

function® , then <£ i» realised by the space S of infinitely
differontlable functions, rapidly decreasing on the real line

together with their derivatives of any order and is

realised a® the space S* of tcispered distributions^. how

we say that the functions ie""***] are generalised eig nvectors
for the translation operate#* considered in the space S* .

F(X) m (e~iXx; gt(x)) where fi(x) e s ® <|> and

F(X) is the Fourier transform of F(X). quation (3) ensures

that the set of generalised eigenvectors e""i^3C is complete,

i.e. F{X) m Q implies jf(x) * 0 (See Theorem 1).
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CHAPTER 2

(I) CONSTRUCTION OF THE HILBKRT LPAC". OF T3,". RIGID ROT^.;

(a) It is shown in Chapter 1 that the dynamical group of the

rigid rotator is the Lorent* group, in which one of the two

Casiair operators ha® aero eigenvalues.

The Lie algebra of 0 is generated by the two vectors T
and *5 and the comssutation relations are of the following form!

[*• t] » i T

Lt. m 1 I

[I. *1 « -it (1)

with the two Caalmir operators given by!

•> ^ (2)
Qx • L • ^
02 • B2 - L2 (3)

The construction of the representation space \ has been given
in detail^ \ starting with a vector \o 0)> (we use Dirac's
notation) with the properties that!

(i) Jt lo oy m 0
(ii) <0 0 ,0 0) « 1

where { J ) is the scalar product. We obtain by successive
application of the operators Jj abd Bt. "the set of vectors!

S ^c#fP* * h } m *4 33 M
where!

ltGfQL> * * |
fo,a) U0'°; 04 ia s x "
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j » j^+li * *• ••• ••• § and

$2 ■ —4# ««♦ «•* «»* #+4
The pair <4Of0.) name the irreducible representation. The set
of etates (U) spans a linear space, the linear envelope ©f which

we call $ . The two nunbers (40# a ) are related to the eigas.~
values of the two Cmsloir operators.

ThanS

Ql « -4C a

q2 « <1 ♦ a2 - jo2)

<*}

(5)

writing

t

L m L% t i L2

B+ * B1 ~ 1 B2

Then the operators B+, Lf# B^# have the fora!

!•_ |4 4j>« \|C4+43X4~43+D (4 43-l)
L3 I3 *3) * 53 ! ^ h}

(6.1)

(6.2)

<6.3}

- aJ<4-43X4+43+1/ f>5 [4 43+lj>
+ j<4+43+1X4+43+2) cJ+x 14+1# 43+l> (6.^)
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3- |* h/ m ^+33)(3*33+1) ^ |4-i, j3~i)>
** \j(i+i3)(3'*i33+2.) I ,1#
** \|(i*,i3+i)(3*",«J3'*,2) j $+1$ i3"*l x (6*5)

3 ^3 $y * \ (iS—iJj)(i) <*3 i^ "*^3^ [j ^3/
* ^ i3 "n (d#d)

where
,___

2\/*2
ijoa 4

A4 * m 1" 1 and ©4 ® 4 \3 J(J.i) 3 1 1

(J - 3a )(}♦ «')
W* - 1

ana

\3 V> 3' H/"s«* %V (7)
Pop the rigid rotator# *® have!

which implies that 40 " 0
9

m 1 + a ?/ 0

It w© take <ig « 0# i.e. ia « 1# then the ground state
(for ©2 » 0) ia not included.

Therefore we have to consider th s representation of the
SCcpf£ekvC.K.t&r^

Lorenta group given by principle series.

Th® linear envelop® of the set of states |i 3^ is th®
space f(30 « 0#&) « Ka). Completing f with respect to the
nora defined by the scalar product (7) one obtains th© Hilbert

space H(a) •
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We introduce into the stronger topology given "by the

countable number of scalar products { , given byI

S*ii3 ' = n4J3j I (J2 + £)P |

= (J ♦ %)2p ^3J3. (8)
for all integer P.

Uote that (7) is a special case of (8), i.e. with J? « 0.

The completion of the space with respect to the topology given

by (8) is the linear topological space t . The norms -

<$ * t » H_ 0I C„ are given by:d35 3d5

W irfni = I—c1H I" (j+K)*"" (9)"p
2 / j .1/\2P

Prom equation (9) it follows:

cM
-"*¥ lip 7/ 7/V'12 «0 - ( ^ t ) (10)

so that the canonical sequence of P is •.

4> c • c$tdMC.- (u)

The compatibility of the norms follows from the continuity of
mmo i Oree )

the operator (J + rl) which follows from the continulty^of the
operators J.,J, and I, which is a completely continuous£ 3

operator (it maps the space 3? into Itself).

That is is a countably normed Hilbert space. Now we

identify the space • with the Hilbert space H, The continuity
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of the scalar product in H is assumed "by equation (10).
Since (]5 is complete, then every <f> e & can he expressed

as the limit of the sequence gf(n) n of elements of / where

+3
(12)

n

n
JasO jJ*-3 '33: +33:

The limit is understood, with respect to the topology in the

space J ,

i © •

" 4(»)iip —>
fro® which we writer

as n oo for all p#

ZL c
33* >5 3 7 3 3 ■ (13)

Let jtfP denote the element * x considered as an element of

the space $p (i.e. the space obtained by completing $ with
respect to the topology in t p). $ is the limit in the norm
of the sequence J^n)^ n of" elements in the space Jp *.
Because of the completeness of the space 3* pr we writer

33; *33 au)

Prom which we have

'33:

where ^ 4. p , we hav® tlie form (1U)»
(Note that we wrote £ to mean ff ')•
Similarly we consider elements in the space _r

(15)

P-l • if we denote
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such eXe»«nta then:

I*"1 • C1i *Ml il$)
% 3 3

m define the operator by!

ijL* * • /"* (17)
where 0 ^ $p i.e. maps the space $' p into a
dense subset of the spaoe €> p_x.

Pro® equations (1U) - (17) we have!

<-! - 'r —X— K*. , ♦f:1 (16)Pwl
% (3«%) "3 f "3

which we eould writ© in the for®

♦a
(18)Tp_i ? ■ ^ *« 2_ < ^4 , * >M

j»0 3 333 xf 333

whore P - • [tjj } *nd are ©rihonoraal basis in
the spaces :I''p and respectively. (Koto that
is an ortfcenorml basis in the space H)f ig > 0 and
co
Y~ X4 converges, for p integer. Therefore the operator
>0 3

^P-X is a nu®laEUP ©P-rator, hence 3? is a nuclear Hllbert

hew we consider the adjoint apace "3? cf the space $ .

elements of the space <i> ape given by the linear functionala

F</ ) ® ^^§0? "here & e ^ # which can be expressed

-m-% •,-•<
1, A U^A

in the basis l*M,l by:
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«, f«3 *»3

such that

<F. *<> - E1 *33j C33j «Ut»-
Now since for $ * jrf • £ • the sum

^3 3 3

\\0lip2 » Z_- (3 ♦ I)2 has to exist, and for

H * h » ZZ- h^ i »33* 3 3

the sunt

ih,J2 exists, ther H <C $ * .

333 '"Jtfj
This completes the construction of the rigged Hilbert. space

$ C H C 4^ •

(b) In the following we shall show that the algebra

generated by the operators L^, L3, 8^, is^thc algebra
of bounded operators in the space <£> •

Since every completely continuous operator is bound^it is

sufficient to show that the generators are comptoteiy continuous

operators.

Consider the sequence J of elements in the space 1>
the noma in cj> are given by!

V1* - LL J$~s IC<«J <«♦*>■* <2o)
i*Q *

Assume that.
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\\0 l\* —7 0 as a —7 ao (21.3.)
a P

fop all P.

l*o»

n ♦!
ZH- i— l^ii
>0 33—3 3

for all P (21.a)

Then!

l2

cfcM (3 + %)2f> —-7 0 BB n —7 oo

^ J3 " (-J3 *nf J3 *n^P

-2= H?}l2 <» + %)**
jj} 5 3

n ^l2 (a. '«z(p+1)
333 1 w31

« 1\*U®n P+l

^ns^whloh In view of (16)1

lim
- o

n*00 J

Is a -rcrapie*rf=4y- continuous operator# i.e.bounded,

Similarly#

K «g P - & le3?y (3Vl)(^3'<^^P333 3
liv , t~\\ 2

C^l <23+l)(23)(M)2P3d3 ' 3
* * " * <3*%>*(M)

«3 3
2

» i-ll All P*1
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Then

nUi UV»^ " °
I.e. J are continuous operator®, hence bounded.

To show that B- is a mmpiri&nfc continuous operator, for
simplicity we fiat $y moreover (without loss of generality)
we take * 0, thenI

llaj^P - (22)
Donot,, *3 jj«o by ■V, Bai c4?3j-o b* c3n) » then:

b3 *3 " J °4 Vl v (S*1J c4»l *3.1 <«>
"* " Jo 0<i) *i •
Instead of (21.2) we have

{}<&r —> o (2u>5 '"3

a® n --> oo for all P.

Using equations (22) and (23), then equation (22) can be

written in the following form

il^nfip " ?= lc3n)!2 l®jl" (4-^)"3»0 " "
a

4- 2.
2*

" 8 518 |b °3-i Vici
* l|n) + 4»> 4 4°) (25)

To show that Bg is a ossptefiwt^ continuous operator, ifc is
sufficient to show that the right hand sum of (25) goes to sero as

n -* co, because the norm i® positive. It follows that

-0 |cjn)|a l«J+1la (3+1)2 u4)!p
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0 a© a •—> oo •

v' es £ i £
,

subst itu tew? W the value of G^, we get fop exaraple

i<n> - c |c<a)i2 a2 ow"1 M> 1 3 (4-&XM)

ac c<»)2 u^)a * «2 J (j^)22^ jmQ 3

- i ZZ IcM2 <3^)2<p+1> ♦ # 1 lc(°5|2 (3+%)2p* 3mQ 3 ** >0 3

Blue© the ©urn (21*5 goes to sero aa n - co for all P

11® l[r^ » 0 for all P
n -> oo

SimilarlyI

11® I<n> m 0
a '00

and

11® lin) « 0
oo 9

Hence 8^ la a -fconaylotdly continuous operator, i.e. bounded
operator.

Fro® the commutation relations;

[By

and the facts that th© multiplication of two oonti.auouo

operators la again a continuous op ratori also the
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finite linear combination of completely continuous operators is

again a completely continuous operator*

This shove that 0^ are completely continuous operators,
hence bounded.

This completes the proof of the second part of our postulate,

i.e. I.+, l*y B+, are bounded operators in the space J
of the rigged Hilbert space <J) c Hcf •

(c) Remark!

It is mentioned in Chapter I that we could have chosen the

group £(3) as the dynamical group for the rigid rotator. In

other words, we can define a one to on correspondence between

the entire spectrum of the rigid rotator and an irreducible

representation of the group 1(3).

1(3) is obtained from the Lorents group by the method of
( ,o \

group eontractionv % The contracted space is the desired

irreducible representation of 1(3). To ©how that the above

con-traction of the rigged Hilbert space is ©till valid, we have
to ©how that the contraction process la performed in a continuous

manner.

For*.

The irreducible representation apace of the homogeneous

Lorents group is the direct sum of irreducible representation

apace© of the rotation groupJ
CO

K(a) m ZZ~ ® ®4
imO 3

where is the representation space of SO^ subgroup.
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i«ow introduce the parameter X such that

X 1 * 1(2|3 »

The comam nation relatione (1) becomeJ

it. t] » it

[t, T ] - it
[?, t] « -IX2 t (26)

The second Caaiiair operator has tho forrst

xV « p2 - X2 L2 (27)

As X —* 0, the commutation relation (26) goes to the

commutation relation

it. t] . it

If, 7 1 - if

!>,*]. o

which is the Lie algebra of the E(3) group.

We choose a sequence of irreducible representations in such

a way that X2 {32 « «2 a® X ^ 0 (02 « 1 ♦ a2 the eigen¬

value of QgJ and ©2 is arbitrary)#
*

• • H(0 H(c)
the

i.e. © characterise the representations of K(3). In/general
cflt

case when $0 4 0# we carry /the same process, but fix jQ firat.
It is clear that the irreducible representation spaces of fch

rotation group contained in H(a) (or in general H(a, 3Q)) ar--
also contained in the contracted representations.
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xV • X2(l 4 a2- J0) « x2(l + a2) « e2 as X > 0
(4 » 0 for the rotator)o

2 g 2
means that X a —> t as X —> oo »

Than the representation space H(e) la again a direct aim

of irreducible represents tion spaces of the rotation group.

CO 00
l.e« H(e) m 7~ ©a. (or in general H(ep;T} » 2Z © *<

3-0 3 ° >J0 3
Therefor© the contraction is considered as a napping from the

set of real nuabors \aj to the set of real numbers { sj and as

suoh can he performed continuously. This proves the continuity

of group contraction.
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swm. %

32 • OOBSTRDCTIQN OF 7K. RIQQMD HILBKRT ^PAC;-. FOR THh, HYDROPS-, .V;s0:

m Bat &BHBamaauytoai aaata £
We look for a representation of the group 8%#i *&i®h

(I) the quartie operator w » 0

(II) the chain i

SO^(1, t) C 803(t) c S02(L3) (1)
of subgroups appears in a completely reduced for®,

fjie Lie algebra of this group Is given In Chapter 1(h) by

equation. <10). SO^d, E) is the Ki>l eonpoct subgroup of
SOj^ 1§ all unitary Irreducible representation* of this subgroup
arc finite dimensional. Let (k»») end (k*,®*) be the quantum

numbers of tho subgroups bo^(%(K + £)) and SO-(%(a - Z))
respectively, Then every ©tote is represented by ketl

| k k* a ®#^> (2)
The set of stotee (2) spans a linear space, *hleh wa denote by

vkk* * ^ dimension of this representation is (2k-»-l)(2k,+l}
where k, k* may be any pair of the sequence 0, I,.*.., <x> .

£ 2.

Following Miftea)v one then assumes the existence of an

irreducible unitary representation of 80^ x unitary operators
in a space 4-1 * The bases in ^ are chosen such that the

Induced representations of the subgroups (1) are in a completely

Reduced form, then;

♦ " £*. ® V**' • <3)
The infinite ma follows fron th* foot that 8C^fl contains the
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Lorentz group as a subgroup whioh has unitary infinite dimensional

space,

Since w(« 0), Q, X2, K,2# Kj, Xj* form a complete set of
commuting operators, where K * + X), K' • %<t - A), then

every state is represented by the kei

|a, k, k't m si'} (3)
where a » ctg». • ♦ •» is a set of parameter© which charac¬
terize completely the representation. We shall write \kk*
instead of (aj k k' m mf ^ 9 except when necessary to display
the representations»

The generators of s<\ti the following for®, e.g#

jk k* a ss*^> « (m ♦ m1) k k* m a* />

jk k* m ©'/> *Nj(k+e-fl)(k,4a,+l) A^, feMI BH-%t &*+%)>
+ ^(k-^a)(k,-m,) jr^k-^a kV4 »♦%

^{—3-fiBj) « -^(k+m+l)(k,-a,*l) [k+V># 1*4% «♦%, «Mi^>

where

+

owe

ki)7k*>30• j A| tt [k«%» k*-^f »4^» aM^)>
K2 k k* n a* ® k(k + 1) (k kf a a1^
K*2 \k k* a a* « k'Ck1 ♦ 1) jk k* © a1).
W jk k* © a*)> « 0

Q |k k« a a#> * 32 |k k* a ©•) (k)

where A^. , are numerical coefficients depending on k, k1 only.
It is eonvmiient to label the basis (k k' © a*) by |jo c, j
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where 30# c are related to k and k* by the following
relations

f3„' ♦ o)2 - 1 - Wctk' ♦ 1)

1 » itk(k ♦ 1)

[sign (k • k*)(k - k*)
sign (k - k'j|(k ♦ k* ♦ l)

(3„ * °)2
jo
0

had (3# 3^) are the quantum numbers of SO^(L)t where
* ra ♦. ©' • 71® write aimply

30 o, J 3,) - |k k' .J 3,
To find the form of generators on this 'oasis# we multiply both,

sides of equations (k) by

I * Z
kk*^3

3 33 k k'/X*-*-' 3 33

and note that

<\}L]£ j ^ | k k* ■ m*y m ^ ^K»ki (3 3% [ k k' i a')
where Jjj | k k* m ®,> are the Clebsch-Oordon Coefficients
Sow we introduce the following notations

( , J

k, k* —> n « k ♦ k* + 1 4. k • k* •

For the hydrogen atom# we have k » k*# then I

n * 2k ♦ 1 and 0 .

Using the properties of the Clebsoh-nordqn coefficients# we

arrive at the following forme of the generators.
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L3 n 3 j3 /

(n 3 J3>
L_ in 3 j3)>
A3 3 33\

where

h\1 ^ungTrfihi - 1

33 |n 1 i3y (5.1)
\)0+i3+l)(^3) |n 3 33+1)> (5.2)
\[(3-d3)(l+33) [n i i3-l^> (5.3)

C^J \J(3-33)(3+33) \» 3-1 ^3^
- C^+1 \ (3-53+!)(3+33+l) I n 3+1 i3y

(5.U)

\ *y .12w2 - 1

n 3 J3\ « ^ J(n+3+l)(n-3) |n+l 3 33
+ /V._i\|(n+3)(n-3+1) jn-1 3 33^>(5.5)

where ^ is a numerical coefficient depending on n only.
Remembering

[8, A^] a i B+ (5.6)

[S, A3 ] a i B3 (5.7)

[a3, L^"] a i A+ (5.8)

We can easily calculate the form of the other generators

B*» B . A, . There are two classes of unitary irreducible re-
J T +

presentations!
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Claas It The continuous ceries which is characterised by

the Gaaixair opex'atort

2
Q * 3 ^0 » 0 Is a real nuraber,

for which the irreducible representation space w « 0)

reduces into the representation spaces of the subgroup in

the following way

CO

M£3»0) * 2I_ vn,0
n«l

where y n X.& the representation space of SO,, with dimension
njO h

&!
n (n = 2k + 1}# In this cases

A « x
ntn-i-X) » 8*" - a

n( n*l)

■Class 2s Th" discrete series, which is character!ssed bys

Q - - (H - 1)(H + 2} <" 0 , N * 1, 2,

The irreducible representation ©pace f{^t 0) reduces

into the reprjeentation spaces of the subgroups in the

following way

00

*(«. 0) . 21 v> (6)
na»M+1

where
Q is the representation space of 30^ with dimen¬

sions W? #

We know for the Hydrogen atom, that
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» n where E * * ~^w «
2 2n

In order to Include all the states of the Hydrogen atom

spectra, we must consider the continuous series. The discrete

series does not include the ground state of the Hydrogen atom
. . 2
(i.e, n « 0 must be greater than set®, because

if $ m <| we see that A^ =» 0, again th » <round ..tat# is
not included. Therefore one s&yst " The Hydr >gen atom

spectra (bound states) is identified, with one irreducible

unitary representation of 30^ ^ characterised by W « 0 and
given by the continuous series,"

W Construction of „ the ,-^M^ I , <f I? , ,»

The set of states (3) constitutes an orthonormal basis

for the l inear space ij;(p, 0)

i.e. J n | n* J* 3^ * ^nn» ^ ^ #

(75
The scalar product (7) defines a norm, Completion of

the linear space $ with respect to this norm gives the

Hilbert space H(3,0), We introduce into #( 0,0) the

stronger topology given by the countable number of norms

defined by the scalar productsi

J J3 (a* )' J3) p 3|(t2 + AS + X)p| n< y )})
(8)

for all P (Integer),
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Completion with respect to the topology given by (8) 3m the

space $ .In the following w® shall show that 4? is a

countable Hilbert apace.

for, let $ 3 j6 * L - . In j ,

n*J3 3 33
the noma are given by*

V^Up « 12 O)
njjj 1 »j

where equations (7) and (8) are used.

From equation (9) it is clear that,

Mitp ^ ^"p.i ****** >M^0 Cxo)

That is to say the canonical sequence of P is the chain of

spaces

$pG C $ t C §>, » H (10*5
where we have iden tified th® space $ q with I!.

The continuity of th® scalar products in vt is aesuiaed

by (io). The compatibility of th® norms follow from the con-
2 2

tinuity of the operator t + A* (the unit operator is a

completely continuous operator which maps the space <£> onto
itself).

Moreover, Q ia a nuclear Hilbert space.
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ms£

To show that the space $ is nuclear* it is sufficient

to show that there is a map fjl « which amps the space 1> p

into a dense subset of the space ^ and it is nuclear«

Since 4? is complete, then any <?> & 3? is the limit

in the norms of a sequence k ^ of elements in the space
as k -* oo t where

k n
C *

and

nal n^3

*nJd3 *
i.e. \lj6 - jfj-n p •-> 0 as k -> cd for all p* hi oh we shall
write

t m ZH Cn $ (11)
J jj 33^ ^33 ^

Let &' & <£* T, meaner the element j& e considered as an

element of the ©pace cjip* Again i the limit in the
norm (defined, for fixed P) of a sequence of elements

of the space. $ p, which we shall write

jt • CL »* <12)
»33j 3 *n33j

where Kjj 1 15 an orthonormal basis in the space $
Therefore for j6 & $ n (i.e. have the fora (12)) we have
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GSU

• • °33j " ^ ^*«4J3 , <s?p (1J5

<P-1
C. I u

far®

Similar to equation (12), -sc write j6 ^ ^ in the

f'1« <21 Oj, t£:i (v*)
nJJ3 "3 335

writing

- 6 » ^P"1 t where ^ ^ p •P«»l r

Using equations (13) and (U*) we obtain

^ <*n33„rfA ♦£«, (15)

writings

X
n

it la clear that Xn y 0 and <£ XQ converges. Therefore
n

is a nuclear map, hence (J) is a nuclear space. The

elements of the adjoint space (jp are given by the linear
functional®:

F(4) - <»# A >

(which can be choaen such that i(p '1 « jjjrfjj )
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every element F $ is the limit of the sequence

m 4-^-00 with respect to the topology given in <p *

which we shal1 writes

P « ^ *

n3i, **3 n^3
such that

(P§ /t) m F"n C(a) exists •

^3 3j 33j 33^

tet | j * /— On ¥ .

nJJ3 % n333
the sum

\t* » i°».i2 nW (1S)nJJ-

gM ?i

ancifor B.fc - ^ ^ ^
only the sum

Ilh|| 2 » ^2T |111I2 exists $
ajj* 3yy

which Implies that

■ ■*
H C

This completes the construction of the rigged Hilhert space

$ C H C § * #



In the following we shall show that the algebra generated
o- c £

by L,» B?t B t A , S is^the algebra of bounded

operator©f defined In the apace $ .

Since every efeapfc tel.? continuous operator i© a bounded

operatorf we shall shov* that the generators are oomplately

continuous operators.

For* let /S fe <|? # it is the limit in the norm of the

sequence of ®^®®enfes of ^ where

4k * Z1 dH Ic^ In** —o as k —* ®*
n»l 333 1 "3'

where 3 « Oflf###.# and 3^ » +3 (1?)
Then |

k . „ 2 2p
L> ■ £?.i 333 **y '3

* ^ ^ \0?, 1233:n« i 33-

H^ii2
P+l

in view of (1?) which vanish for all p, than

lim jj L~ 4k|| 2 « 0 •
k _> co " ■* *»l p

i.e. 1. ia a CRKapi®ta*ar~-oontinuous operator, hence bounded.

Similarly
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^ 1°«J2 nStIvl)i 33^ 1 ^

*ii
P+l

** v11^ ^K -? 00 «

0

l*e« I*4 aye <KS3S$5T5^r continuous operators, hence bounded,

To show that la a an -il^tfly continuous operator,

for simplicity we fix 3^ and without lose of generality we
set Jj <* 0#

Denote 4 0 by * and C4 4 - by C4*^3,33-° »3 3 •

Instead o" equation (17) we have*

' 4 4 l°5|2 n® aB fc->®
for all p (integer) (17f)

«•»

|| A3 ^fcif aan written in the following foras
\)a & h ^ + iL^ *•II 3 Ttllp 1 + *2 3

where

tW. P*; 31 ,0 ,« |0U>|S „2Pi - rji rj
n,3



4k) » |C;Itl|2 »2P
n,J

iC.k) " p« «*♦» °3+xcj 4°1 0<3-i aSF* nj

Using the value of and in vies? of (175» it is a straight¬

forward calculation, to see that

lim l[k^ « 0 for 1 ® 1,2,3
k -9t»

i,e, is a camplately continuous operator, hence bounded.

Proa the commutation relations

l3' \] "At

It follows that the operators A+ are scrapietely continuous
mm

operators, hence bounded#

If 3 is a ooe^ltrfcely continuous operator, then from the

commutation relationss

[s, Aj] - 1 B3
[s, an - ib^

It follows that By B+ are wwtplotiety- continuous operators,
hence bounded, Therefore it remains to show that S is a eoa—

^lately continuous operator. Since S leaves 3 and 3 «

unchanged, then without loss of generality we set j a 0,

denote »y »a and 0*^^ by C<°\ Then
instead of (17) we have
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j |o^| t 0 as k —co
aasO

for all p (Integer).

*. 8»n - i An »(n.l) * | n(iwl3 *a_x

where

*n
nU+lj » - 2

n(n+l)

II u „2 (k) <k) ,(k)• • H *kflp h + a2 + J3
where

4 - J 21 K»-l|2 |c{n)(z n(n+1> <n-*)2P
n»l

* k * II

In view of (17* we havci

lim I*k' » o
k ~^oo

Similarly

4*: " J 2 m2 *W| 2 "(n+l) («wl)ZPBel

which can be written aa a finite ante of terms of the form



(1/^ |( where r « 0,1,...., p

each term goes to sero as k •--> as , hence«

Similarly lira « 0 (Hot© that equation (17)
k-^oo *

la valid also for p * o)#

i.e. S is » y continuous operator, hence bounded.

Therefore the algebra (X^t L+, A+, B , s) d L C $) )
where ia the physical space of the rigged Hilbert apace

$ c H c .

11

It is well known that the Euclidean group f,(k) is also

ade ;uate for the Hydrogen atom, as a dynamical group, i.e. one

can define a one-to-one correspondence between one unitary

irreducible representation of &{h) and the entire spectrum of

the Hydrogen atom.

%(h) is obtained from 30^ ^ by contx . " 1 ng the latter
with reapcot to its 80^ subgroup, the contracted space is the
desired representation space of i(h). In order that our

construction for the rigged Hilbert space is still valid in

our case, i.e. all the generators of t(h) are bounded

operators in the representation space of t(k) (i.e. the
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contracted space), we mart show the contraction process

can be perforated in a continuous manner.

For, let us introduce the parameter X, the three yector

P and the scalar P^« say, such that

X ® P^ i *® 1,2,3...
f j

X 5 Pu

the coHsaatation relations (lo) (Chapter 1(b)) become*

[l, n - i L Ll, II 3 i A [I, A] - 1 L

[p, a] - i pu P% l] » l F [ly a] « i F [iy r] - o
[F, p] « -a2! [ph» ~= +i a (i)

the two Oaslmlr operators have the form (for the Hydrogen atom)

W * 0

»2 _ _ 2 «^ «2# a2 »2* / *i\XQ « — X (A + L ) (2)

We Icnow that the contents of the irreducible unitary representation

(continuous series) of 80^ j in terms of unitary r« presentations
of the subgroup are the Va» *h«P« n * 1,2,..., oo.

a eh representation \fn (of cc,() occurs only once

i.e. H(») - aZ Vn (35^
21*1 n

when X —^ 0 •

fhea the Lie algebra (1) goes to the Lie algebra of the group

s(U) from (2)
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X —> 0

where a is arbitrary but characterises the representation®

of &(!+}.

Also H(6) > 8(a)
X —>0

where H(n) is the representation ©pees of s(h). It i®

easily eeen that the contents of H(a) are all tyn* a on the
right ham* site of (3) •

oo

i.e. H( a) « ) Vn
n»l

The contraction pi oeesa is perfomec in a continuous

manner, Therefore the above construction for the rigged

Hilbert space is still valla.

Remark lit

The group theoretical treatment of the Hydrogen atom

problem is rather upsetting. Since one ha® to describe the

same system by two different symmetry groups (i.e. 30^ is the
symmetry group for the bound states, and the Lorents group

is the boun? states for the continuous a ectra), which spoils

the meaning of the symmetry. Therefore the question arise® a®

to whether it is possible to find « symmetry group which des¬

cribes the whole spectra of the Hydrogen atom system completely,

hence one dynamical group?
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(Jt> CCK3TRUCTIG* OF HI':' RIGGED HILBttRT

o^cimm

The quantum mechanical treatment of the IMU.»ensional

oscillator is well known, so details shall be omitted.

The physical observable®, momenta, positions aiid energy are

to be mapped onto the ©laments p^, q^, % respectively,
(1 < 1 -s h) of an algebra JL in whichJ

Pj. qi " qi p$ + i^ij 1*0 (1)
H o o

K - 2l (Pi ♦ «4 ) * 0 (2)
1*1 1 1

It is more convenient to introduce the new operators

aj * i ~ iq^ 1 ^ 5 $ H

•j * f (p^ ♦ l«j) i S i s N

in terms of whioh equations (1) and (2) readI

*i- •% *i Su 1 * W
N x

B - 21 (a. a, + f) a 0 (2)*
ial I* z

The algebra, generated by aJL and (i a 1,2,..,., K)
coincides with the algebra generated by a^, a J , £•

Thua one says that the physical structure of the JMUmension*!

oscillator is to be mapped on the mathematical structure of an

algebra generated by a1# modulo^ the relations (!)• and
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and (2)*.

From equation (2)* one eees immediately that our aystera

admits SU(n) (special unitary group) an a symmetry group^ K
In the following we ©hall ©how that Jfcc L ( $ ) where q> is
the physical space and pif q^ are extendable to self-adjoint
operator© in the Hilbert space H of the rigged Hilbert space

c H C- $ *

Following the quantum mechanical description of the K-

diisensional oscillator, the set of states

H —11& v

lvi» v2 V738 iS.^ 1J|o>
£cr\<*v
apaaa- an orthonorsal basis for a linear space, the linear

cure lope of which we call f ,

H-terns
where IG> stand© for \0Q ......... 0>
and * 0, 3., 2,* *•# oo, for i s 1,2,•••*, K »

The orthogonality of the states (l) is given by

vH | VjS V>® vx* dv2 v2 *Vk#
(2)

where

K u • * 1 for v. * v.*
1 i 1 1

a 0 for Vj fi V^#

Completion with respect to the norm given by the: scalar product

(2) gives the Hilbert space H .

Wt introduce into J the stronger topology given by mean®
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of the countable sat of norsie defined by the scalar products .*

vK ■ (?!••"• VK j (n+l)P | v|^>

(35

for all integer ?

where

n a n.j, ♦ »g ♦ 4>nj#

and

H - *i *i •

The operator » has the following properties

n |vr.,.vH) » v (*!•... vH>

where v * yl 4 v2 *•**•* VN •

ai(n+l)P « (*+2)p(i»i«-l) • ZZ <*> (wfl) (w^l) (h.2)

•l<n*l)P »j - np Xj - / (-1)1*" (P) (*»1)3 «j (U.J)
If to complete the space f with respect to the topology given by

(3)» we get the linear topological apace <§ *

Introduce the following notation!

tw " VH " |»1 *K>
and

CLvj * Cvlt.»»# Vjj $

»m§.* - 1, «. tm
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The norms in P are given byS

' ?.0 l°«f<-X)S!P (5)
for all integer P. Hot® that for P » 0, (5) defines the

ordinary scalar product in the Hilbert space H.

From (3) it follows that!

■->UifHp > ..... j. >/ njtfno (6.1)
i.e. the canonical sequence of P is the chain of space©

$ c c $p c c C $a= H (6.2)

p denotes tile Hilbert space obtained by coo lotlng f wit&
respect to the norm given in (5) for fixed P . The compatibility

of the norms (5) follows from the continuity of the operator n

(see below), that is to say (J> is a countably utifiil Hilbert

space, (p is a dons® subset in the ©pace H,

The continuity of the scalar product la H follows from (6),
hence the linear sap T which maps <3? into a dense subset of

H# is continuous.

Since the apace <£> is complete, then ©very jd e (p in

the limit in the norm of a sequence WekjJ of elements of the
space cj) , where

*W " WmQ

i*"

«* --Wp- ° 88 k 00 •
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We shall write

c»„ (7)* ' *M

Let denote the element f& e as an element of

the space $ p » $ is a dense subset in the space $■ p .

Due to the completeness of $p , can be written as the
limit in the norm of a sequence of elements of p* then!

* * °M £ (B)

where (tPvl] is an orthonormal basis in the space $ p. Similarly

^ CW (9)

• •

for 4 t <$ p we have !

*?v" CW <V+1)P
'• °w = idp <10)

Define the linear map. tjLi such that!

^P—1 ^ 9 ^ ^ ^€ ^ p-i an^ ^c" $ p •

Using equations <7) - (10) we obtain

**-i * " (V+a )5P ^ (11)



If we define X « 1111 ^ 1 h » then
(</+!) P

X
, >0/si /

00 p
and .21 X ,v converges far p / 1» i.e. ?), - 1b a nuclear

L"J ' ***

map, hence (J) la a nuclear space •

haw® shown that

<£> C K (12)

by which there le defined a continuous amp r which mapa ($

into a dense subset in B*

let <|> be the adjoint apace of the space <3> f

i.e. the elements of $ are given by the linear functional
oo

P(^) «<CP(/$S> 4 e ^ . Kvery (£>* ;> F » X ♦„!
j*J- 0 J

such that

<F, jtf> » /I fr^ (13)

(13) comes from the fact that every linear functional on $
is bounded.

Conaidcr T* (the adjoint operator of |)| -4B& it is
defined byi

'£ h*(>6) « h'(T p) (note that X >d » h t fit) since

every linear functional h* e H (on the trace H) can be

written in the form

h* (h) * (h, h^) (ih)

where h, e H.
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In particular for all

K a h

the aura

2
exists#

-fc A"
Thus T can he considered as a mapping of H into $ ,

hence H c ,hence

r,his completes the construction of the rigged Ililbert spacet

i C H c

It rcjmins to show that the algebra ft (a^, ) L( <£ )»
i.e. the algebra of bounded operators.

For this purpose we shall show in the following that

®1* at f>or ail * are completely continuous operators, hence
they are bounded operators (Theorem).

\ A*l% CA.mty
Let [Jf J be a ^sequence of elements in the space £ ,

since it is complete, then its limit in the nors (defined in th©

apace $ )♦ This limit is m element in (J .

Choose a sequence such that

- 0

M , .3 p

for all integer ?

0 (15)

for all integer P

Then
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CvJ

ri (5) vH Oh+1^ vi*• • • *JSO DO 1

<s> \i 84i (i65
a /vv 2

< £L
4':®0

arid

2 (fc)
lia* f^k^i\p * ^ vK (n+1)P aA ^9«««9 v^

<?

CvJ

»♦!
{.x)wx (m, w ,<*>,« (17)

s»o

Because (15) vanish for all P, i.e.

iiia \:||I®^\W » ...
k '^0

. 11a \)^(lt>llp+1 " 0 '
k -.oo

Then each term in the finite series (16) (or(17)) vanishes

Identically* hence

*1 *nd »i* (J - 1«— 5 bouna.d operators I
*

/ * \
fro® thia it follows that the operator n+fcf » (a. a, + 1)

x i»l 1 1 a
is bounded. This completes our construction for the rigged

Hilbert eps.ce f C H c3 in which the algebra ft generated
by ai# (for all i a 1*2,.. .N) is /ffci algebra of bounded

operators in & .

The choiceof the basis vectors is arbitrary* but they wore

chosen in suoh a way that the basis vectors are eigenstates of
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the energy operator E « {p. + jg)*

Remark

In quantum field theory, we deal with ays tenia which have

infinite (countable) degrees of freedom. The indices in (1)
take the values fro \ one to oo. The construction of the

Hilbert space for this algebra (i.e. the representation space

is not unique) (eqn. (1) with i » l,2t...f <a$ admits various

realisations which are iaequlvalent in contrast to the finite

dimensional case, where all realisations of such algebra are

unitarily equivalent.

It la of some value to extend the above construction of

the rigged Hilbert apace to include this more interesting

ease. It might b© possible to construct the rigged hilbert

epaee $ CH c ^ such that, with various realisations of th

Hilbert space H (as the representation space of this infinite

dimensional algebra), one still gets the same ©paces & and <$* *
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U) The aspect of MM *» iM&lM

The moot powerful tool for studying symmetry properties of

a physical system is given by the methods of group theory. It

is clear that all symmetry properties of a given system can be

described as groups of transformations which carry the system

into itself, in other words, as transformations which leave

the system invariant. This aspect of symmetry manifests it-
( \ £ )

self in different waysv 'j we mention, for example (but not

all of tiiem) t

(!) The solutions of the equations of motions of a physical

system will be classified by their symmetry character. The

solutions of Lorentss covariant field equations must span repre¬

sentations of the Lorsnta group for example, all elementary

particles can be classified by stating what particular repre¬

sentations the associated fields belong to (i,e, scalar, vector,

etc.},

(ii) The inv&riance of the dynamical law®, under some

symmetry group, give rise to conservation laws, from which

certain group elements constants of motion can be constructed.

The existence of such constants of motion then lead us to

(\% A
selection mtl , accordingly certain processes become

forbidden, e.g. th® invarlanee under spatial reflections has

the consequence that the operator of reflection commutes with
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fche TTa-ail Ionian, no that its eigenvalues, i.e. parity of the

states is a conserved quantity, Processes connecting states

with different parity are forbidden.

(fc) Thg .9^7 trans.fq^t.lon of operators ^

,iuant^„,;heQ^-

In quantum theory physical states of a physical system

are represented by rays in a complex Kilbert space H. If

/6 H is a veator corresponding to a physically realisable

state, then ni and eyti (where a is a phase factor) repre¬

sent one and the same state. It is useful to normalise the

slat® vectors, I.e. to choose & vector from the ray of j6
11

which is normalised,

i.e. (j, (6) « X (1)

Sven then, a phase factor (i.e. a factor of modulus one)
remains free in . The invarianee transforms tionn are

thus trans formations in the complex filbert sr. ace H,

which map rays into rays (i.e. take us from one possible

state to another) such that the law of probability is

conserved.

i.e. j6) |2 » \{£j&, n)|2 or |(-d»f3| s (T f , TO I
(2)

where j6, $, e K and T is the invarianoe transformation,

iquation (2) remains valid if Tj6 and X|r are multiplied

by arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily equal) phase factors. As
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a consequence of equation (2)

(1) every symmetry transformation ' can tie replaced by

unitary or antiunitarity transfa inactions (i.e. (Ttf, 'ft5 « (^#t)
a

if T is/unitary transformation and (f4» ?f) * (ft if 7

is an antiunitary transformation)•

(ii) The symmetry transformations are determined up to a

phase factor.

How we consider a particular <jrtruf> of transformations (a set
of transformations do not necessarily form a groupj for example,

the discrete transformations P# Tt 0 form a group only when

they are subject to a chosen normalisation^) G m fg^\ I to
every transformation we associate a unitary or antiunitary

operator I)(%5 (see (i)), in the Hllbert space of the
physical -system onto which we apply* the symmetry group. Each

l(g^) is determined up to a phase factor so that if

slei - % 48

then the corresponding operators will bej

t(gL) « tKf^# g_j) h<gk) (3)
if b(g^) Is unitary
or

I^(g3) « *^*1' gjj) JX^) (k)
if T< gi5 is antiunitary} all g^g^g^ c-0 .

Equation (3) (or equation (3) and equation (h)) does (do) not

define a true representation, but a representation up to a
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factor, which 1© usually called a quantum mechanical represents \ 5.0.

of ray (coray) representation. Therefore in quantum theory we

speak about ray (corny) representations of the symmetry groups

(see Chapter 1).

(e) Internal fiflttg group, for cleromtazg parttaXca

In elementary particle physio© on© lacks a satisfactory

dynamical theory, therefore it has become very important o

exploit the symmetry properties which hare been found empirically.

An initial step was made by Wignor in his detailed study of
( iQ)

irreducible representations of the inhoraogeneous Lorents groupv

The irreducible representations of this group are characterised i>,,

two number® ( m> 5 ) conventionally identified with the generator:,

COTresponding to the mesa and apin of the elementary sya tern

constItuitn. the : .^presentation. This is the strictly kinematic

group.

In the following we shall make no distinction as to whether

the internal symmetry group originates from the kinematic© or

the dynamics of the physical system. The concept of laospin^''
(which 1© one of the foundation stone® of modern physics) was

introduced to express charge independence of nuclear feioes

(we remark that charge Independence demands Invariance under

all rotations in the 3~dimensional iso-spnee).
With the number of different elementary particles rapidly

growing, and with more available experimental information, new

selection rules were found, reflecting the possible existence of
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additional symmetries given toy larger group::- , for example

3U(3) and SU(6)»
Tile ambitions of the group theoretical approach had grow,

considerably In the last few years in the course of extended

studies of more complicated groups (i.e. larger than Polncar/
group and 3U(2) or SU(3) or SU(6)) to incorporate all internal

symmetries found empirically with the space time group

(Poinc&ro group). All attempts have this in common, namely

that the internal symmetry properties are taken into account 'by

introducing internal degrees of freedom which are independent

of space and timeJ this means that the internal symmetry group

and the Poinoare group appear as a direct product. Therefore

a finite transformation belonging to 8U(3), or 80(6), or even

80(2), transforms, in general, a permissible state vector into

a linear combination of state vectors which belong to different

Hilbert spaces (i.e. different irreduoible representation

spaces of the Poineare group) and describe different physical

systems which cannot toe connected toy any observable. In spite

of using Lie groups of orders reaching several hundreds, it was

not possible to satisfy all the imposed requirements. It has

been shown recently that a symmetry scheme described by a Lie
(^t hienS fen /

group which is of finite order and which contains the Poincar;

group as a subgroup, is incompatible with the existence of a

non-trivial mass formula, i.e. ohe obtains a discrete mass

formula by breaking such a symmetry scheme, and this is unsatis¬

factory. (It was not shown that the continuous case is actually

realisable). Therefore a closer examination of eymoetriee is
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required. We shall limit ourselves to the basic question as

to which hind of groups should he used in particular symmetry

cases.

w© start by making the following remarks I

(i) Given a number of particles (or elementary systems) we must

distinguish between*
It The ayametry in the grouping (multiplet structure) of

a gives set of particles and

lit Th@ symmetry in the scattering of those particles»

i.e. the symmetry of the 8-mmtrix (wh never it is

properly defined) describing the interaction of

these particle®

In general, symmetry of type I is different from the

symmetry of type II* It may happen that the two types of

symmetry arc the ameJ for example, in the SU(2) (iaospin)-

®ymmetry of the strong interactions in the absence of electro¬

magnetic and woe3e interaction®, the strongly interacting

particle® can be grouped into the singlet, doublet, triplet..**.,

multiplet® of tm(n) and at the same time, the strong Inter¬

action part of the B-aatrix i® invariant under Stlgf ^), but
perhaps thl® Is a special oituation, for why is it that

■-iymmetrie® higher than the direct product of isospin and hypcr-

chargc have had aosae measure of success when dealing with manse©

and coupling constant®, while the description they give of

scattering amplitudes i® much leas transparent?""'

(il) It saems quite accidental that continuous parameter

symmetry groups (i.e. Li® groups) have been preferred so far.
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Physically realisable transformations belonging to the internal

symmetry groups are discrete, therefor® it is quite natural to

consider finite symmetry groups rather than continuous symmetry

groups when AlJWUSsing internal symmetries. To make this point

clear, we shall consider, only as an example, the isotoplc

spin symmetry group 3U(2) and ask Whether it is necessary to

assume invarianco under all rotations in the isospin space in

charge independent theories? The answer is no! It was showr^ 5 j
that the consequences of the charge independent theory emu. he

obtained from the requirements of permutation symmetry between

two objects, and the law of charge conservation. This approach

was taken by sever®! people^'11 >UL We summarise their

procedure as follows!

If the multiplets of q set of particle® (or states of a

set of elementary systems) are assigned to an irreducible

representation of a finite group, under which the theory is

invariant, then the invarianoe requirement for this group docs

not, in general, guarantee the conservation law of electric

charge. In this case it is necessary, in addition, to postulate

the law of charge conservation, thereby extending the original

(finite) symmetry group to a higher symmetry with a corresponding

enlargement ©f the irreducible rep* mentations.

(iii) It is very interesting to remark that finite groups

contain only a limited number of operations, so that invariance

requirements under certain finite groups are loss restrictive

than that under Li® groups.

Proa the above discussion, it appears that the us® of fialt,
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groups as internal symmetry groups in particle phyeies , should
he (at least) considered seriously. The us® of finite groups

retaining the advantage (in hope) of avoiding son® of the

difficulties of combining m internal symmetry group with

the strict Poineare symmetry group, as well as obtaining

interesting quantum numbers like baryon number etc., is a

very natural manner. Fror the requirement of (b), we look

for quantum r&prmmtat&om of these symmetry groups.

In Chapter 1 m describe in some detail ths ray repre¬

sentations of corrcrutailve finite groups. It is shown that the

ray representations of these (simple) finite groups lead to

such a richness of different classes (see appendix) and each

class to different types of representations. Also one gets

higher dimensional irreducible representations, t at is,

multiple! structure of states, much the same way, that one

used to obtain from the representations of compact symmetry

groups«

In Chapter II we obtain the quantum mechanical represents!to. -

of n generalised parity operators. By a generalised parity

operator we mean an operator whoa® square is the identity

operator. The full iahoKogcneoua Lorontx group has two abstractly

defined parity operators, a unitary parity operator corresponding

to space reflections and the anti-unitary parity operator correa-

ponding to tine reflections. Th© product of two unitary parity (l
operators has been considered in the literature. The product of

three parity opera tors was us©d^ z ^ to classify loptona.
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Wrny y

INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM MECHANICAL R/Pii qTTATIQUU OF

mm mm

*• ife&gBx&a&L ja&caflasuflaa

(i)
A ray representation belonging to the factor system w(g4,r }A J

of a group 0 a \g] is a set of P » i.D(g)} of square non-

singular, n-diaensional Ejatrioes D(g) together with the

correspondence

S f Ms) (1)
such that

D(*j ) °(«^) • *(%» 3-j) »(«* 83 ) (2)

for all g^ g^ « Q and \w(gi# g.) | « X.

fteftaW?? (ft)
A ray representation T * [l>(g)j of the group 0 m £gj is

called a faithful representation if the correspondence given by

(1) is one to one-

(3)
Two ray representations and [D*2^g)j of the group

8 * are called r®y equivalent if there exists a real

function a(g) in Q and a square non-singular natrix S such

that:

B^(g) » eia,(s) 3 B^(g) S*"1 (3)
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Definition (1+)

Two factor systems of a group G are equivalent if they

"belong to two equivalent ray representations, i.e. S = 1

(the unit matrix) then (3) has the form

D^(g) = ela(g) D(l)(g) ,

where a(g) is a real function in . G .

Then the two factor systems w and w' are related

according to the equation!

w(g.) w(g .)
w'(g,, gJ = ^ w(gi» gi) for a11 gi» gi ^ G-J w(gi gj) J J

Definition (5)

Ray representations belonging to non-equivalent factor

systems are said to "be of different types.

It should "be remarked that true representations (vector

representation) of the group belonging only to one type, i.e.

t&n rrrd-y the type for which w(g., g.) = 1 for all g., g. t G.
J- J J- J

If the factor systems of a group are classified according to

ray equivalence, it can be shown that there is only a finite

number of such classes. The class of factor systems form a

finite abelian group. This group is called the multiplicator

group^ \
Definition (6)

A ray representation D(g) of a group G = g is called

unitary if!

D (g) = D (g) for all g t G.

4 IL-lb ^ ^ f -p
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As in the case of vector representations for finite groups

(i.e. a representation defined by g —^D(g) and

D(gj_) = D(gj_ g^)) °ne easily proves the following
propositions.0'1

Proposition (1)

The ray representations for a finite group can always

be chosen to be unitary.

Proposition ( 2)

If iD(l)(g)l and il>(2)(g)] are two irreducible ray
representations of a group G belonging to the same factor

system with different dimensions, then if there exists a

matrix such that

T)^\g) S a S D^2^(g) for all g * G then 3=0.

Proposition (3)

If D(g) be an irreducible representation of a group

G ss £g^ and if there exists a matrix S such that

D( g) S = S D(g) for all g & G then S = XI

where X is constant and I is the unit matrix having the

same dimensions of D(g) •

Proposition (k)

If G has the order g and its multipliestor B has

order b, then the dimension of every irreducible ray repre¬

sentation of G is a divisor of bg, also the number of
( ' ° )

irreducible ray representations is bg (for proof seev ;).
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U3 Iet G be a group, G* is another group

which contains H* in its centre such that gVh* 3 G,

Then G* is called a covering group of G extended by the

abelian group H*• The covering group Q* of G is called

a representative group (or the quantum mechanical representative

grouv where H* is the rataltipllcator group of G),

-'popoamon ($)
Let G ■ {gj be a group, G* * (g'3 a covering group

of 0 extended by the abelian group H* J £*(£*) * \ * is

an irreducible representation of 0', 8* the distinct coaets

of B* J g(s*) any subset of G* consisting of one element

48*5 from each ooset S' of H* j and g ^g'Cs') the

isomorphism between G*/H* and G, Then g -> 2D* (g*} is
( Jo )

an irreducible ray representation of Gv ,

From the above theorem, it follows that one can find the

ray representation of a group G by finding the vector repre¬

sentations of its covering group. However we shall avoid the

construction of a covering group (i.e. the extension of G by

the multipliestor group) by considering a such simpler group

with different factor systems (see II),

When the symmetric group G, under consideration

contains some elements with the time inversion operator with

other operator® (geometrical operators, ®,g, space reflection

operator or not, e.g. charge conjugation), the structure of

the group becomes non-unitary, made up of unitary and anti-

unitary operators. We shall call such groups non-uni tar.v

groups. their ray representations are called. Ooray representa¬

tions.
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It is convenient to express every anti-unitary operator

&a k » UK where IT la a unitary operator, and K is the

coa£>lex conjugation operator. It is easily demonstrated that

the product of two unitary or two anti-unitary ones is

unitary, and the product of an antl-unitary operator and a

unitary one is an anti-unitary operator, from which it

follows that the non-unitary group contain® an equal number

of unitary and antl-unitary operators. The unitary operators

form an invariant subgroup of index twoJ if we call this

group Jft then Q Is given in terms of H ass

a ■ V + KN

or, in other words, if a is generated by n generators,

then can be chosen to be unitary operators
an

and gn ie/anti-unitary operator,

A -oray representation belonging to a factor system

iKg^t 8^5 of a group O * \ g] is a set of .matrices L( g^)
such that

£<Ct) D(Uj)
L<Ut) B(a^)
Ua1) D*(«j)
D(ai) D (a^)

The associative law restricts these factors to the following

conditions

- W(tJ1# U^) D(U1, Uj)
» w(Ulf a^) 0(0^)
■ w(ulf u^) j^a1 u^)

^ai* L^ai aj)
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w(u, g) w(ug, g* ) » W<U, gg* ) «(g, g* )
* *

w(a, g) w (ag,g*) a w(a, gg«} w (g,g*)

where g, u, a correspond to any general element, the unitary,

and the anti-unitary element, respectively. Other restrictions

depend on the choice of the normalisations of the unitary and

anti-unitary operators respectively (see chapter 11(b)).
It is shown that representations (vector or true repre¬

sentations) of non-unitary groups ar® determined by the vector

representations of it® unitary subgroup^*. In an analogous

way Coray representations of non-unitary groups are obtained

from the ray representations of its unitary subgroup. Similar

definitions in this case are exactly the same a® definitions

(1) - (55 for any representation, the following propositions

can easily be proved in exactly the same way as for unitary

groups. I ofinition (6) is modified, for a Coray representation
-i

+
is unitary J l;(g) * D (g) when g is unitary, and

©(g) * ©*(g) with £{g) » ©(g) when g is anti-unitary,

and all g & 0.

Proposition! Any ;oray representation by non-singular

matrices is equivalent to one by unitary matrices^ " ',

saemgju&aa* i'' ly(s)l and \^2hg)] are two Coray repre¬

sentations of a group 0 belonging to the same factor system

with different dimensions, then if there exists a matrix 3

such that

©^(u) 3 » 3 D^(u)
3* ■ 3 D^(a)
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where g, u, a correspond to any general element, the unitary

and the antl-unitary element, respectively, then a » 0,

Proposition! If be an irreducible Ooray representa¬

tion of a group 0 » and if there exist 8 such that

D(u) S » S l( u) , u corresponds to any unitary element
in 0,

r.{ a) 3* « s D(a) , a corresponds to any anti-unitary
el ement in 0,

for all a, u <& 0 then " « XI, where \ is a constant and

I is the unit matrix having the same dimension as D(g).

In Chapter 11(h) we deterraine exactly in the same ay as

for unitary groups the corepresentations for non-unitary groups.

In this section, we are concerned only with finite groups.

The unltarlty or anti-unitarlty of such groups is to be under¬

stood in the sense that the elements of the group correspond

to unitary or antiunltary operators.
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Any finite group 0 can be generated by a (snail) number

of generating elements Y^ i.e. the elements g £ 0 are
obtained from all possible products of Y^ with a number of
polynomial conditions of the form

f .(^l) * u n*,l»2,...,l$, (l)r* * P

depending on the group structure where t are polynomials in

Y. of degree w and a are arbitrary numbers.i u h

(e.g. The symmetric group 3n is generated by (i) ^ « (12)
2 r

and » (123*..n) where Y- a 1, Y^ * !»•••• and
Yj or partly commuting elements,
naxaely, the (n-l) transpositions; Y^ » (12), Y0 » (123) • • •Yn„.^

2
« (n~l, n) where Y^ » 1, i ® 1, 2,...., n

(tt Yj+^) st 1,•«*•)•
In the following we shall consider only .groups whose

generators commute, i.e. commutetive groups only.

Let , Ygt#*»»» Yn be the generators of a group 0
(of order m n) such that

Yi YJ - Y3Yi <8>
In this case m could as suae that there are no other numerical

coefficients in f given by (1) except a •
U h

The ray representation© are defined by

Uv1) r^) » w15 L(Yi Y^) (3)

interchanging i and 3, using equation (2), we find th&ts
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D(Y1) ^(Yj) » £<Yj) D(Yi) (U)
where C 4 4 » •

Wjl

The restrictions (1) be coca©

t (D(Y.)) » a (5)
f* * I*

where 0 are arbitrary numbers, in general 0, / a •
|,X

Replace r<Yi) by fi and assume that this representa¬
tion is unitary (see proposition (1)), thai the above equations

have the more compact form

r; ^ rv Yc (3)*

fn(V,) - 1 (5)*

where we set 0<( » 1 in (5), which is a consequence of the foot
th.„t two ray representations and ( Vx^ « 1)
lead to equivalent factor systems, "" e shall refer to the phase

factors C44 aa the * commutation factors". These factors C4 4ij i J

cannot be absorbed into the f~ *a because the multiplication of

P" by any factor a occurs on both sides of equation (3)*

and hence the factor a cancels. But the commutation factors

^13 ars restricted to a number of conditions similar to (5)*,
In fact (35* ®nd (5)* determine all factors ^3* Equations
(3)* generate an algebra it with the basic elements

■£» X~i $ Yi (i ^ 3)»»«t I V; r3 p^ (1*3 * • • s lc) • •<

(6)



which is juat the basis of the representation of the group

(Probenius) algebra of the group 0.

Note that the equality signs in i - J etc., give us

also all the terns of the form C' ..... .

Because of conditions (5)* the series (6) breaks after

some power. e note that if we do not have (5)* # the series

(6) is infinite! in this case we have an infinite dimensional

algebra. In our case the dimension of the algebra is equal to

the order of the group 0.

Theorem The unitary ray representations of the group (35*

satisfy the generalised algebra J\- generated by (3)* and (5)*
with the basis (6).

Proof! Since Y^...., Yn generate the group G, then every
element g £ 0 is expressed in terras of the products of Y^»
for any g^» e G we have J

•\ D(gl) T(gj) - D(Yi1* Yi ••• Yi^ ^y3x yj8m##* rsM'
Using equation (h)» then we arrive at the following equation

(A H

UgJ lis.) * / 'u 11 G , \ h(gj l)(g4) (7)1 3 \ d*l k»i Va, J 3

Consider the corresponding elements in the algebra, i.e.

B(Y, )...I<Y4 } and I<Y. ) Lif. }... 1<Y4 5 (tfote that
*1 TT 31 z2 h

D(Yj^ and B{Y j) m f|). Using equation (k) (or
(3)*) we find that
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From (7) and (3) we see that the commutation relations of the

arbitrary elements of the group 0 are exactly the same a® the

commutation relations of two arbitrary (but corresponding)

elements of the algebra (6), Hence the result.

Therefore, we can determine first the representation of

the algebra an< then pass to the representation of the group.

Care should be taken, since the representations of the eosssufca-

tion relatione (35* with the restrictions (5)* differ from the

ray representations of the group (see Chapter 11(a)),

Our task now is to find irreducible representations of the

algebra ft • Fdr this purpose we interpret equation (3}* as the

group composition law of a finite group 0* consisting of the

direct product of the set (6), the basis elements of ft • and

the abelian group B generated by the coefficient©

and B are finite groupsf if the order of 0 is g (which
is the dimension of ft ) and b is the order of 8 then gb

is the order of the group ft*, Of course ftV-B « 0,

Bote that Q* is different for different possible C^)•
The representations of ft (vector representations) are also

representations of 0*, al thou... u .sy do not satisfy equation

(3)*, Then the problem is reduced to the one of finding the

additional representations of 0* which satisfy (3)*,
Let k be. the number of the desired additional representa¬

tions of O1 (which are the ray representations of ft), and

let ^k be their dimensions. Because 'the order of
the group is equal to the sua of squares of the dimensions of

inequivalent irreducible representations we have
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gb ® g + ^ • * * • ^

<

i.e.

^1^ + ^2 * ••• * 58 s(b-1) (8)

(Hot® that 0 is a commutative group, each element forms a

separate class) •

It remains to determine toe integer k, then the solution

of (8) is unique*

We nodes use of the fact that toe total number of irreducible

representations of 0 is equal to the number of conjugate classes*

For a given C4 ^ we first determine toe number of elements among
the basis set (6) of the algebra fa which commute with all

other basia elements* Let this number be & (s 7/ if because

the identity commutes with all other elements), then

k » s(b-l) (9)

(Bote that every element of toe group B for a separate claasj

the number of conjugate classes equal to g > k * g + s(b-l))
where

1«a i g (10)

(The case s « g arises when B is an invariant subgroup)*

In tot? following we shall show the correspondence 'between

the ray representations of finite groups and the fundamental

representations of some Lie algebras.

The most general form of a commutative group is the

direct product of n cyclic groups with orders as* J i « l,2,***,n|
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In tiiia case we have instead of (3)* and (5)** the following

equation©

ri r3 * Ci3 V1 (11)
and

m

r « 1 1 - 1#.*.., n (1?)
li

ra,~l ra -1
Multiplying doth aides of equation (11) by ^ and Y'^3
respectively, using equation® (11) rod (12), we immediately

find that are aubject to the following condition®

m, a. C, .

(Cl3) 1 » (oxi) 3 - (C1;J) 13 » 1 (13)

where is the greatest common divisor of and

then all are prime numbers, then « l hence « 1

for all 1, j, » 1,,.•,, n. In this case all representations

are equivalent to vector representations, and all irreaucible

r«j: roeentatIons are one dimensional. In general A 1«

Let us form "the following; commutator®

[t'', C' ] * ur.O i:* w

<'** f < di v *<)«<•
Set Uq r IT c and fora the following

commit a tors

<vk *y *
i • i - i / *1 ^ 01 (J, *4 "V ^ \U I 1 _ ( r.. *C, c,. A <•*;

/ ^ ;*(15)

i \ *■ * 1 / ^ lCV
<i . Lm j , (c;» c.v C,, c,
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aad

I1-/ . Ci = ic* , r v ««)/ K L&

If these relations are not closed, we proceed, and act

/"^V / /.V \ r

an<5
^ <;«* ^ -W >v ,v"f ,

U-^e - tc^ c<v c'^ **- "V v-e ^
and form the com;aJtatlon relation© as before between th >

quantities
<<C K "* ** i,u

U , Ui

13

If w© choose a4 « rap » It follow® from equations (1U), (15)#
n/n 1 ra4

and (16) that the >*< quantities L^ and L^- 3 form
a Lie algebra. This is the algebra 30^^* If we choose the
integer® «.^ ^ -g t. sen the e . tat ion relations a re not
closed, •>'e have to continue the process of taking the ooasnutation

relatione P steps, say, such that P * aa^ for all
1 » 1,2,,,,, n, whenever admissible. Thus w© obtain a set

sub
of Lie/algebras whoa© fundamental Irreducible representations

are also Irreducible representations of the aubalgebras of th©

algebra it • We consider in detail the case where all » 2

in Chapter :ZL[l) ,
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e end this section with the following remarks*

(i) If the generating elements of the finite group 0 do not

commute, then the above construct ion can possibly be generalised

for any finite group.

(ii) It is very interesting to consider the algebra ift with

more complicated reatriotiono than those given by (12), and find

all it© tmbalgebras, whose irreducible representations are iso¬

morphic to the fundamental representation® of other Lie algebras,

(e.g. Unitary Lie algebras,... ...). It i» also interesting to

relax the polynomial restrictions given by ($)*. In this case

the series (6) is infinite and the algebra is of infinite

dimensions, ataeh algebra can be related in one way or another

to similar algebra in quantum field theory.
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CKAFTKR z
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By a generalised parity operator we mean an operator

whose square is the Identity, i.e. an operator t ' audi that
P 2 » l. This operator generates a two element symmetry group

The generalised parity operators may he unitary or anti-

unitary operators. The parity operator corresponding to the

space reflection operator is unitary, while a generalised

parity operator corresponding to the time reflection operator

is anti-unitary. Other generalised parity operators are well

defined, like charge conjugation, G-parity (isospin parity),
etc. One reason for such consideration is that one hopes that

the generalised parity operators would introduce more general

additive quantities, which could be Identified with the

electron charge of baryon number and so on.^1^ It should be

remarked that in physical applications it is very useful to

normalize th® symmetry operators in such a way that they form

a group. This is possible, since an arbitrary ni^^ilzatton
of th© phase factors cannot affect the physical contents of

the theory.

In part I in this chapter we shall find the quantum

mechanical representations of n-generallsed parity (commuting)

operators In part II we consider the more general case of

both unitary and anti-unitary parity operators.
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I • Unitary Ra.v ^presentations of the Generalized Parity

O-pe^tprs

Let G be the group generated by n elements £>;»•••
such that

^ 2 a 1 (l)

ri r3 ■ r., rt (s)

The group G consists of 1,1 ^ and all possible distinct
products of f- and is abelian. Its elements will be denoted

collectively by gi . Note that T*s generate the group,
i.e. any gi is expressed as a product of > 1b, Thus we have

gj_2 - 1 (D*

Si S3 - S3 Si (2)'
Let UC^) denote the unitary ray representations* They
satisfy

U(gt) U(gj) » w(ifj) U(gt gj)
U(I) * I (3)

and we have from equation (1)•s

U2(Sl) = | a* are constants.

Two representations U(g) and £U(g) lead to equivalent

factor systems. Hence because of (1)* the diagonal phases
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can toe chosen to toe the identity so that

u2(gt) * x (*0
In order to determine the remaining phases we pass from the

group law (3) to the eoraauiation relation©

tf(gj) • wU,j) UCg^g^)
• w(i,J) B(gjtfg) • w(i#3) w-1(Jti) U(g^) t3(gA)
" °ijtJ^^0(gi5 (5)

We shall refer to the phase factor© as the
* commutation factor©1*. These factors cannot toe absorbed

into the Il's because the multiplication of tj toy any factor

a occurs on tooth sides of equation (5) and hence the factor a

cancels. But the control tat ion factors oust toe restricted

to - 1. For, if we multiply equation (5) from the left toy

^(g^) u(si)» we obtain

1 * Ci3 U(g^ U(H} v{gy tJ(si}
- °ii °ij u<8/ D<%> 2 " V

or • i i ( 6)

In order to determine all Independent it is sufficient

to remember that the group is generated toy £,#»•••# rn>
the commutation factors of toes® generating elements, i.e.

u ( rt) ti( rp « ti( r^} n( rt)
u?* rt) i (7)
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determine all other factors 0^* In fact equations (7) generate
a generalized Clifford algebra with 2n basis elements

which is Just the representation of the group (Probenius) algebra

of the group 0. The ordinary Clifford algebra corresponds to

all C°3 - -1 f'
For any two group elements expressed in terns of

the products of we have

which is exactly the same as the comsiotation relations of the

of the algebra (3), This show© that the unitary ray repres¬

entations of the group (!)• and (2)* satisfy the generalised

Clifford algebra generated by (7) with the basis (8).
We therefore determine first the representations of the

algebra and then pass to the representation of the group.

The representations of the coe&autatlon relations (7) differ

from the ray representations of the group as follows*

to a given representation of the Clifford algebra there corres¬

ponds as many ray representations of the group as there are

phase faotors satisfying

» ( nT TT C? - ) U(g,) U(g±) (3)
k-1 &*l Vd 3 x

« C tJ(g3)U(gl)
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This freedom In the choice of the is, however,

restricted by the associative law of the group which we have

not yet used. If on© multiplies equation (3) frora the left by

n(gt g^) and uses equations (h) and (2}f, one gets#

n(gt) n(g^) UUjg^) * »1^
or

or

or

tJ(*4) «U3> «(g3g4) « wia

"ji °<gtJ D(sa> u<*jJ u(«i) - "13

wTj * w.. i c.. » cTj- (io)11 ii * ~n 11

Consequently

cil * wil * ~ 1

I.e. w^ * - 1, - 1 (11)
It la now a relatively simple matter to pass from the repre¬

sentations of the commutation relations (i.e. Clifford algebra)

to the ray representations of the group. Tales a representation

of the algebra with fixed. From equation (11) the

corresponding take only two possible values

(Wote that 1« given in term® of the products of 6^).
How quit® generally, ■ If V(g) Is a representation of the

commutation relations, so is a4 U(gj) } and if U(gi)
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corresponds to the phase systems of the ray representa¬

tion® of the group, then 0(gt) corresponds to the
equivalent phase system

In our ease, because of (U), we have aj^ ® - 1. Note
the difference between the equivalence of phase systems and

the equivalence of representation®. Two representations U

and oil belong to equivalent phase systems, but they are in

general not equivalent representations, that is, there exist©

no matrix S each that

StJ(g)s » a 0(g) for all g « 0 .

The concept of equivalent phase synterns tells ua simply

that if m have found one representation, the other is trivially

obtained by multiplication with a phase factor, like U(g ) and

- U( g) . But the eigenvalues of the operator tl(g) in the two

representations are of course the opposite of each other.

We now find all the representations of the commutation

relations (7)» or the representations of the algebra with the

basis (8). Some special cases of this algebra are well known.

If all « 1# hence all ® ® have the trivial case

of an abelian group and all irreducible representations are one

dimensional.
O

,4
If all <3^2 ** * - 1 according whether we have

an even number of products of or odd number, respectively),
the representation 0(g) forms a bona fide Clifford algebra
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whose representations are known* All other mixed oases take an

Intermediary position between these two extreme cases*

Because of equation (10) there are

|r(n — 1) K distinct factors c|,^»
hence a priori there are Z* different types of ray representa¬

tions* depending on which, are equal to "+1* and which

are equal to *-1* * If k of these factors are -1, they

can be distributed in (") different ways among the K factors

0
Consider now the cl&ea with k of the being equal

to -1* We distinguish two oases*

(1) The k minus signs are so distributed that we have a

sub-Clifford algebra with r generatin elements, k a §( r-l)r
(ii) There is no sub-algebra which is © bona fide Clifford

algebra. For example, if k » 3» then the case (i) corres¬

ponds to * C®^ * 4» then ^ form
a Clifford algebra. Case (ii) corresponds, say, to

0°12 * C®^ ® • -1, that la \*2 enticommute but
rg end ^ commute* It is oleer that we have eaee (1) only

if k is of the form k »1 r(r-l), r » 1»2,3»...» n* (Note
we write airaply Tv to mean U{^))«

&U&. LUL* The representations are determined by those of the

Clifford sub-algebra with r generating element© (r « 1,2,***,
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i \^>)
have been firat determined by Jordan and signer* 7 for even r.

For even r there Is a single Irreducible representation (up to

unitary equivalence) of the Clifford sub-algebra of degree T^\
•■-very other representation 1® completely reducible, f&ithful, o-f d
which is a multiple* of 2r/^« For odd r a similar analysis

exists. In thla case there are two inequivalent, but non-
g *• Itvl H.IJ. t ftt f fgt \

faithful representations of degree 2K "J% The faithful re¬

presentation is the direct sura of these two and# therefore# of
ci tVve«.?t&Tv { i\
degree- 2s . Again ©very other representation is completely

(Ll ^ etvti >.'jrK / JLN
reducible and its degree is a multiple of 2V «

Case (11)i Kxoept in the cases where, by relabelling the

elements, we may obtain a Clifford sub-algebra as in the oase
, . & +
(i), the generalised algebra with mixed signs C^ ** - 1
lead in general to new types of representations different from

those of Clifford algebra. As a matter of t ct, all of these

algebras (including the Clifford algebra) are special instances

of a much larger algebra with arbitrary (forming a group)
whose irreducible representations have been determined in

V

Chapter 1# In this case the prescription of determining the

irreducible representations is as fol owss Consider the group
c n
C. consisting of the 2 elements given in equation (S) and

their negatives. The order of i is 211*1. The representa¬

tion® of the commutation relations (7) are also representation®

of £ . The factor group L /Cg is abelian and has 2n one
dimensional representations, where is the group of two

elements (1, -1).

Following th® procedure of Chapter 1, let k be the

number of the additional representation® and let
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be their dimenotoris, then

* 2 , 2 * 2 s Oa On4rl
+ & g ♦ + 2 S* 2

4^ + £22 + 4k2 * 2n (13)

fbm number k is equal to the number of basis elements in the

set (3) which commute with all 2n elements. Thus, if all
C1 m

G^j » +1 then fc a 2 , henoe « • ••• ^ » 1 | ami if
all C4°4 « -1, then k « 1 or 2, depending on whether ft«*3 . ffliinTS

11/2 2
n * even or odd, and £ * 2 v (n even), or * 2

(n odd). Finally, to find the number of commuting elements in
o

the set (3) we look at the table of ttnt5 determine how

many G^t C;f, C^k, c£k C^,.... are +1 for fixed i,
all 3 (all j,k,d). It follows from this that the dimensions

of irreducible representations are determined by those of the
d

sub-algebra containing - signs for C^. Thus all irreducible
representations of dimensions 1, 2, h, 6, .... • 2^''^' occur

where (§) * | (even) or (odd n). This completes the
enumeration of all irreducible representations. The case n » h

is treated in detail and an explicit form of the matrices are

given in an appendix.
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ii. salSacE £*lw: Mmtm&a&sm stfL Q3MS&&m&, EmI&l &assa&am

We wish to represent generating elements by unitary

operators U(f<)» i « a. » and n0 generating elements
aw.K'-

_

by ^unitary operators a( f ^5 3 s* l*?#....* n^. n * n^ ♦ »2#
Because the pro<3uot of two unitary (or anti-unitary) operators

is again a unitary operator* while the product of unitary and

anti-unitary operators is again an anti-unitary operator* fee

whole algebra wife 2n basis elements splits into* say* s anti-

unitary and 2n-m unitary operators* In particular* fee case where

all generating elements are represented by anti-unitary operators

corresponds to fee case where n^ « 0* in which

* " (i )* (Sh #m# ■ 2n~1
fee number of unitary and anti-unitary operator;? is fee same

as those of the unitary representations of \,n-l) p's and fee

enti-unitary repree«nia tions of one F. Thus we haves

Theorems The ray representation of O generated by n elements

(eoauuting) F" < in which any member of the f • & are represented

by anti-unitary operators can* by rel jelling fee element® and

the proper adjustment of phases* be mad® to coincide with fee

ray representations in which only one f is represented by an

anti-unitary operator.

The representation algebra is thu® always generated by a

direct product of the forms

(l* U( ^^5) ®(l» a( va5) *

Axaong all discrete oammting, symmetry transformstione there can
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only be one anti-unitary generating operator (the others are

the products)#

We now discuss in general, the phases between anti-unitary

and unitary operators#

As in Section I, we first normalise the unitary operator®

in such a way that the products of two unitary operators

satisfy

0(«l) 2 - 1 *ti - 1

D(Et) U(gj) - 0tj 0(g1) D(gj)| Oy ■ *- 1 (1U)
Next we look at the products of two anti-unitary operators#

The determination of the phase factors here is slightly more

complicated#
( 2.0 )

For the relation!*

A(gt) A*(gt) » U (g^) « tLi (15)

*he diagonal phases now cannot be normalized to unity by

amltiplying A with a phase factor. For in equation (15) we

replace A( by w A(g^) » A*!^) where \m\ m 1, we see
iraaediatd y that equation (15) holds for A*(%) with the
same e^#

However, it follows from the associativity law that

these phases are equal to - 1, for the multiplication. of the

above equation by ACg^) from the left gives (see Chapter 1(a))

A(gi) [a (gt) A*(gt)j « A(gi) e11
or

A(gt) A (gA) A(gi) * eii A(g1) (IS)
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or « * it (IT)

!•©♦ real* hence the result*

To determine the off-diagonal phase factors in

A(gt5 A*(g^5 « uCgj^ g^) (13)
and

A(gj) A (gi) a U(g3 gjL) (19)

multiply both sides of these two equations to obtain

'"''
"ij 'jiA( gj) A (S^) (,A(g^) A { ") * e* J e.

V-

jj ii i3 Ji

or

cjj °ii * fij £ji

Because are real and equal to - lf the product

ci3 e3i iB also ®'iual • X* From (18) and (19) we obtain

A(g1) A*(g^) » A(g^) A^(g1) (21)
where ef..

di3 " A^i (22)
In contrast to the unitary case* the associativity law does

not allow us to determine the e^. * To see this* we iiultiply
equation (13) by A(g<) from the left*

r * -i * X

A(gi) |A (gjL) A(8j) 1 » R A(gt)U (gtgj
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and replace g^) from equation (19) and uae equation©
(16), (17) and (21) we obtain

■* «

®ii A^gi^ * eij M«|5 a (ft.j) A(gA)
88 eij c3i id cii

or di-j - Pi^cJi - (22)'d
id

i.e. the associativity law gives nothing new.

W© oan, however, pass to equivalent phase ays tenia by

multiplying in (IS) a(z^} and U(gA g ) by phase factors
.o thot «„ - 1. But then «Jt co^ot he .*»! to .1
always, tout f^ cms (2u) it is equal to - 1. Consequently, the

representations are determined up to these arbitrary phase

factors in the anti-unitary operators.

Finally we consider the product of one unitary and one

anti-unitary operator. Here we have only the off-diagonal

phase factors

b(gj^) MSj) m ^ijJ A(Sj^ £j)
*

A(g^) (gA) ® w^x A(gj gt) « w3i A(gx g^) (2h)
The commutation relations are given toy

U(gl) A(gp ® fi3 A(gp tMgj.) (25)
where
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* i A 58 08 *7?" (26)13 wJjL 31

Again *» ?aaka use of the associativity law as "before and

obtain

,2
U(gi) ACgj.) « wij °(*&)*(*! V

or

A(g^) * w15 n(gl) wj* A(g^) tJ (g^
" wdi 11 (fl^2

or fi32 « 1 . .*♦ fi3 « - 1 (27)
to deter ine ^ we again pass, a® in the previous case,

to an equivalent phase system by multiplying the first equation

of (2k) by phase factors such that

but then

"13 " + 1

"31 - -1 <M)'

gives us two distinct types, as in equation (23), Both in (23)
and (23)* we can choose * +1 (or f^ « +1) for i < 3
then (or f^) « i j holds for 1 > j*

How we discuss the explicit representations of the group.

We bring first Q> by relabelling the group elements* to the

form given in theorem (2), i,e, (n-l) unitary generators

H( Vt)9 i m 1M#M, n-l and. one antlimitary generator A( } •

Because every anti-unitary operator is of the form
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a( r ) * U( rn) K, where K Is the complex conjugation,
we have from (15)

t«rB)tur«) - - -i <=8)

In ftAftltftiNl to the unitary condition

-+ t

«<ra>u<ra> * U( fn) u( V 81 1 (29)

Thus the unitary matrix i© symmetric or antisysiiiaetrio

depending on whether cffi * *1 or -1 respectively, We
have from (25) and (27)

u< rt) n( rn) • finu( rn) u( rt> (50)

Suppose we have a representation of 0(n~l)# U( as

discussed in Section X, then equation i (28) and (30) oan he

satisfied by real or pure imaginary matrices (for example,

°~~1 ** + ^2 °~1 but °~i ^3* - ^3 ^X)

We may take for ^ » 7 1# U (V~n) « 7 C( V ft) |
+ fin * oin , then the representation of (30) is reduced
again to the cases of "action I, but with the additional

restriction u't'T n5 » ♦ tl( Tn).
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^rmu

In tills arpcndix, we ehall write down exactly the fora of

the ray representations of a group G generated toy four parity

operators. The order of the group la 16 which is the

dimension of the algetora X • G has the form

g - (i, rx) ® (i» ra) ® (i, r5) v (i, ru)
* i" ri" V V ri»* ri r2" rl r2 r3 rI»

* 1» gj/ So*** ** ®15 •

The inultiplication law of the group is given toy

ri r3 - r3 rl

rt* » 1 (2) i.3 » 1.2,3,U

of course

% • gv ®u a *5

where g0 » 1
and « 1 jaw 15

The ray representation la given toys

0( r£)U{ Hj) » e^S( fj) D( rt) (!)•
u2 ( rA) » i (a)'
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whcre « w2(i#j) (3)
*v*•*/

(when ® * *(i»d) ® l) (**}

whera £^2 . t„ Hj * 1 1 (5)
The number of Independent coronal tatian factors la S,

Equation (l)* con be written In the following diagram.

c

r

ri *2 ^3 *~U

1 * *12 *13 eXU

2 * *23 &2h

r3 1 e3k

Vh 1

Figure 1

Since the representation, of the group is determined by

the representation of its algebra module equation (35# we

shall determine only the representations of the algebra,

the number of different types of ray representations

* 2^ m 61%* In physical problems these type® should describe

different physical systems, Siaee we are interested in
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writing the fom of the representations, the interpretation

of f* e does not raattori types which have the same dimen¬

sionality define a class, In this case we have the following

classes t

vim i
All » +1, in this all the elements of the algebra

commute, hence the elements of the group, ' & have only one

dimensional irreducible representations. This class defines

one type.

Glass 2

®12 " my' a11 °^er® ®'iual ♦!, 'This class defines 6
types. In this case we have the two dimensional representations8

u( rx) «
0—

1

o( r2) « ^2

u( rx r2) a cr~
7

n{ r3) « I

o( ru) * I

•••,

where I is the unit matrix of dimension 2, this representation

is not faithful.

Glass 2

eX2 " e13 m others equal +1, This class
defines 15 types.
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In this case we cannot have the one dimensional representations,

because some of the matrices antleomuute. Because U( [,) and

U( Vj) oomaaite, hut both anticooi&ite with 0( f^), then we
have only irreducible representations of dimension two,

IM rtfiffflBll'

0( rj5 « G_"
1

u( r2) • ^
n( fj) ^2

u(f,r *

€2 /—. —\s* v*» se I

. 2
«1 + • • • • *♦> djj.

h
2 » 16 and we have & « 2,

From the above formula we have 4^ » « 2, the other equivalent
irreducible representations

u( rx) . - ^
« V - - -t
o( v}) - - -'j_
0(ru) - I

A/ i ^
representations arc not faithful.

If we repeat this process, we arrive at the following

class*

all » 4« This class defines only on© type*

the dimension of the irreducible representation is h, the

elements of the algebra have the form
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«( v S3 1 h
d( y 3S 1 Y2
«( 9 US iy3

m

o( «i ra) ss 1yi yj
u(\ 9 is yi yu

u( v, r3 y as yi y3 h
« ri rj V St t t4 r} t
01 ri r2 r3^. l r2 r3 ru

where i, 3» k « X» 2» 3» T*® are the 1 irao matrices.
The representation Is faithful*

From the above analysis, we coulc writ© the representation

matrices as a direct product of Paul! matrices and the ° x 2

identity matrix I• Because the dimension of the irreducible

representations are determined by the non-oommutative sub-

algebra# The representation with the highest dimensions,

i#e# for all 6^ « -1 can be chosen in the following
standard form*



""•US**

(a) hen a is even

u rx) 0b 0
1

a I @ I

«( y ss °~2 & I <& I

«( r3). so G~
3

£ X I

oc ruj • O—

3 "2 & X

o( r}) a cr-

3
« °^3 (X "l

« r6> a 0 ^3 0 0

2

o( ra.x) » °J3 & CT-

3

n<rn 3 a cr-'

3 "3

n

2

<8 I

8D I

® I

I

I

& I

0 I

• » • •

0- 0-x
0 0" & <r*2

(b) a » oM.

There are two ino^uivalent Irreducible representations

UJ c( rSJ - «
« r2j>

U( r ) Of (a)2J

u« v of (a)
3 » !>••••

and

« <" ) o ®
3

a*! factors •

(ii) The negative of matrtoes in (1) *
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